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From 1967 to the present, ISE has been working cooperatively with the
Thirteen-College Consortium in developing the Thirteen-College Curriculum
Program. The Thirteen-College Curriculum Program is an educational cAperiment
that includes developing new curricular materials for the entire freshman year
of college in the areas of English, mathematics, social science, physical
science, and biology and two sophomore year courses, humanities and philosophy.
The program is designed to reduce the attrition rate of entering freshmen throug
well thought-out, new curricular materials, new teaching styles, and new faculty
arrangements for instruction. In addition, the program seeks to alter the
educational pattern of the institutions involved by changing blocks of courses
rather than by developing single courses. In this sense, the Thirteen-College
Curriculum Program is viewed not only as a curriculum program with a consistent
se/4 of academic goals for the separate courses, but also as a vehicle to produce
new and pertinent educational changes within the consortium institutions. At
ISE, the program is dirdcted by Dr. Fre erick S. Humphries, Vice-President.
The curricular developments for the spe ific courses and evaluation of the proram
are provided by the following persons:,.
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Associate
Miss Nancy Seymour, Research Assistan
Miss Gloria Lowe, Secretary
Dr. Beauregard 'Stubblefield,
Senior Program Associate
Mr. Bernis Barnes, Program Associate
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Mrs. Cynthia Paige, Secretary
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curriculum materials as well as an Administrative Assistant to the Director
Mrs. Joan Cooke is Secretary to, the Director.

The curriculum staff is assisted in the generation Of new edikational
ideas and teaching strategies by teachers in the participating colleges and
outside consultants. Each of the curriculum areas has its own advisory committee,
with members drawn frpm distinguished scholars in the field but outside the
program.

The number of colleges pa ticipatincrin the program has grown from the
original thirteen of 1967 to nene en in 1970. The original thirteen colleges
are:
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Alabama A and 'M University
Bennett College
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Clark College
Florida A and M University
Jackson State College
Lincoln University
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PRKFACE

This unit is a collection of materials and teaching strategies

which offer useful motivation for developing some important Mathe-

w matical ideas. The intuitive approach is stressed throulbaut. The

procedures stimulate the imagination and help build self-confidence

by the "doing" of mathematic's. In tPlising this approach, the teacher is

urged to restrain himself from telling the formulas prematurely.

Informal proofs are generally acceptable when they provide convincing

arguments during\class discussion.

This unit is written for the instructor with step by step .

procedures for developing many mathematical notions. The exercises

included in this unit will also appear in a separate publication,

"Exercises in Experimental Mathematics."

Special appreciation io due to Jack Alexander, Lee Evans
, -

and Charles Haynie, members of the Curriculum Resources Staff and

to Roger Ingram, Kenneth Hallman, James Kirkpatrick, William Nicholson,

Newcomb Greenleaf, for their contributions to this unit.

For the tedius tack of pulling together the materials Of the

ontributorb, special credit is due Johnnie Jo Posey and Carl Whitman.

0
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INTUTITVE DEVELOPMENT OF AREA AND THE PYTHAGOREAN RELATION/

Provide each student with a goo boardand a handful o;\ubber

bands. A desirable board should have 1 inch spacing between pegs (small

304 nails) with a 13 x 13 array of the pegs (169 pegs) at the vertices

of 1 inch squares covering the face of the board.

What can you do with this?

Allow stude s to explore the characteristics and potentials'

of the board. Movy around among students encouraging their exploration,

asking about the interesting things they have found out. When the class

shows some restlessness with this activity, suggest that they consider

some things you've found of interest.

What do we mean b the word "A ea"?

You are likely to hear a confusion of formulas such as Area (e)(w)(h)

or Area it,

.After some discussion of what is me at by Area, it may be well

to move to establish as a definition that will be one unit

Of area and that the side is a unit, length (not 2 pegs length).

Nn,,uidthis area be?



2

(Don't mention area of triangle formula, but clearly this area is

half that of the unit square since two ouch triangles give the unit

square.)

What is the area of this?

What would the area of this be?

1'requeutly we have to be satisfied with obtaining only a

good guess of the area of geometrical figureS.

Make up any closed fipsure and determine its area

using only square units

The student should be led to the following possible solutions:

(a) A lower estimate of the area is found by counting the

maximum number of squares which lie entirely within the

figure. GI side or a corner of a square might be part

of the boundary.)

P'

(b) An upper estimate of the area is found by adding to

the lower estimate the number of squares which meet the

boundary. (Do not add those squares with only a vertex

or a side in common with the boundary.)

If some students find the area by using triangles and note

12
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3

hi

3x

that the area is the average of these to estimates, streas that this

is true only because of the liMitation of using the geo board.to con-
.

struct figures. 'A discussion of areas of artitrary plane figures

would involve limits.

Area Formula

a square.

Form a 5.x 5 square by putting a large rubber band around such

How many squares of different area can you find

in this square?

Studentlwill volunteer those with area 1, 4', 9, 16, and 25.

I can see more.

Eventuallya student will come up with a square with sides lotated,as

-What is the area of this square?

Although there are many ways to determine this area, the following

procedure is convenient.

13
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Enclose the figure of unknown area as efficiently as possibl

inside a figure Of known areas. As illusitat d above, it\is encloild

within a square°of area 4. (However we also know the area of/the

four triangles which have been" added, i. e.teach has area 1/2.)
o

Therefore the area 'Of our :given square ip 4 - 4 (1/2) w. 2.

Can you find a square with the areas o

5? 3?'and 2 units?

/I
fnvedtigation of the length of the side for this and similar

squares leads to the Pythagorean Relation. This is a rewarding ex-
,

.-cursion, but our illustrative deveOpment will proceed first to in-

vestigate a nice inductively available pattern related to area.

ng the whole geo board, make up any,

\14simplevolosed polygon* you like and determine

its area.

When this has been explored at,some length, the following exercise

will'point out the iMportance of the number of pegs on the boundary

and the inside.

*To avoid the possibility of a student forming a "figure eight"

type of polygon, you,need to introduce the concept of "simple

closed polygons." Otherwise the formula will not work.

1 4



D. 5.

Construct a 'figure on the coo board having the following

properties and fill in the blanks. On graph paper copy the figures

g).from the geo board.

3 0

4

6

3 1

6 1

5 1

6

3 4 2

.191CArme

Nowl

4
121/B/12/11.11I

5 2

6 2

qt,

w limber of pegs on the boundary,

I = Number of pegs in the interior

A - Area pf the polygon
1 5

pla

I
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Although the students will begin to see Lpattern taking shape,

this will not be sufficient information for the students togederste the

formula for area by themselves.

gy

Ex

To generate fun with this procedure, you should Arouse cdrioUsity

by"your seemingly mysterious ability to get the answeri instantly

while the students take se long. Recall, the previous exercise to rein-

force the importandt of the number of pegs, both insille and out.

Let students develop their ownbookkeeping systeM for data

relative to number of pets -- boundary add insiderthe polygons.

' After considerable class work (and as possible homework) provide

students with worksheets listing columns of pegs inside, given polygons

as their boundaries, and their areas. The problem for students is to

find a pattern to the data and formulate it in a simple.expression.

(At least half the class ig likely to get the formy.a, eventually,

they lose interest once it LS established0

Secret Formula

The formula which students wi71 disCoVer and will enable the

teacher to verify polygon areas mentally is.

Area 1/2 (No. pegs on Boundary) + No. pegs inside - 1

'3 1
A -B + / - 1

1 t,
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Pythagorean Theorem

We may new go bads to the question, "What is the.length of the
(Y-

side of a square'l? If the area is 1, the squire is of unit length but

'stress it'aa41. If the are4 is 4, the length of each side isSor 2.

Now consider fhe length of any line which can be formed on the

board.

c

The length of this line can be determined by finding the area of the

square which has a side of this same length.

By previous experience the student will be able to determine that the

area is 20, and therefore the length of the line is 20.

Proceed with this method several times.
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TO.find the length of any given.non-vertical, non-horizontal line

on the geo board, farm a right triangle with rubber bands using the'

given line as the hypotenuse; then form 3 squares using each side of the

triangle as a side of one of the %squares.

What is the length of a side, S?

Students may or may not voluntetr the Pythagorean Relation.

Many do not remember and understand, so encourage everyone to do the

geo,board configurations described belyw -- these are likely to

vividly remembered. I

',Put a band around any right triangle and then using 3 rubber

bands form a square using each triangle side as a site of

a square.

.

What,special pattern, do you notice abbut the areas of the

squares?

c
2

= a
2
+ b

2
in some form should be volunteered although the geometric

descriptive is better for class discussion.

Do you think this pattern will always hold?

I6
c
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What does it mean?

How could you prove that it is always true?

o

Answers to this may lead to.some of the dissection proofs of the

Pythagorean,Theorem such as foLny right triangle with sides a, b, and c.

Construct two squares with sides a + b. Subtract equals from equals to

2
a2

2
get /,= a + b .

a

b

(

Exercises

(3 b a

b
2

Prove or find a proof of the Pythagorean Theorem. (A proof of, the

Generalized Pythagorean Theorem is given in this report.)

Using the geo board verify whether or not (a +J102 =,a2 + b2

If not what might the right side be?

Tne identity (a + b)2 = a2 + 2ab + b
2 is illustrated by the con-

figuration at the right. a b
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Demonstrate the identities with the geo board or using pencil and-paper:

(a) a(b + c) 0 ab + ac

(b) (a + b) (c + d) 0 ac + be + ad + bd

(c) (a b)
2

a
2

2ab + b
2

(See configuration below.)
a

a b
(d) Generalized Pythagorean Theorem for all triangles.

The following is the standard formof the Cosine Law, but

it can be reduced to a more geometric form in, the following manner:

2 2 ,2
c a + 2abCos C

a

4

c
2

0 a
2
+ b

2
+ 2ab to where the + or sign depends on

r=.

the size of the angle.

Therefore c
2

a
2
+ b

2
± tax, where x is the length of the

projection of b on a; the + sign is used if C is obtuse,

the minus sign if Cis acute.
a

The proof of these two statements depends uppn the teacher having

already taught the standard right angle form:

c
2

0 a
2
+ b2

0



Case

LC is obtuae. (See diagram on page 12.)

On the geo board construct an obtuse triangle: LC

Using the geo board, construct the diagram on page 12.

Show that

2
. (a + x)

2
+ y

2
c

2
.

2
2ax + (

2
x
2
+ yc a + )

c2 a2 + 2ax + b2 (since b2
x2 y2)

C
2

a o
,2

a + 2ax

You should follow the geometric solution,,rather than the atgebraic.

Case II

2(.0 iw.acute
,

Using the geo board, construct ADC, where 4!C is acute.

Using the geo board, construct the diagrams on page and 14.

Show that

C (b x)2 + y
2

(b x)2 b2 x(b x) x(b)

2 2 ,2y. a

neuriting: p
2

(b x)
2
+ y2

c
2

. (b x)
2
+ a

2
x
2

c
2

. b
2
+ a

2
2xb (See Zxercise c)

2i
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Area = x(b - x)

Note: (b - x)
2
= b

2
- xb - x(b - x)

Other Uses Of The Geo Board

Area = xb

Other topica that may be developed using tne geo boards include:

Slope of a Line

Graphing Linear Inequalities

Gaussian Integers

2 1

Number Hinges

Figurate Numbers

Computer Programing



inITHIETIC

OriginApy suggested in a short monograph:Jy H. Gundlach,

this tpic provides challenges in developing arithmetic expressions

folloT:ring special rules, and `operations. Eany students find the proUems

attractive. In pursuing solutions, students review parts of arithmetic

that often are trou'jlesome to nonscience students and they are intro

duced ..io-')oth factorials and fractional exponents which may ..)e new to

Them. Eany v?riatilns can )e intrpduced depending upon the .ingenuity

of the instructor.

Creatin 'xithmetic Numerals for the Countinr Numw.11.Alanassug

It is possi,le to construct arithmetic expressions for each of the

nuaiiers 1 through 20 using exactly four of the numerals 4 in each expro%

sion and using the four '):.sic arithmetic operations, addition, sOtraction,

multiplication and division with two other arithmetic processes, 'grouping

(using parentheses) and place notation (locating a decimal point in

codsination pith digit numerals).

Can_ you create an expression for each of the num)ers 1

tj i lLourencandoazerandseet_
you can find.

Provide several examples and then circulate among the students

answering individual questions. If questions relating to the order of

2,
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a

operations occur, have students show and defend their interpretations
O

ot the 'ilack';oard. Present the followinf, for student responses:
/Thc)

( 1 ) 2 + 3 x 6 . _30 or 2 + 3 x6 . 20

0) 45 3 2 . 17 ( or 45 3 2 . 9

(c) 3 x 5 6 3 ._17 Or 3 x 5 4- 6 4 3 . _7

2stnlish the order of operations which requires simplication

of arithmetic expressions to proceed in the followin g. order:

(1) Perform operations inside a parentheses

(2) :leis() to a power

(3) Lultipl or divide taking operations in order

left to rizht

:dd or su)tmct left to right

iiany of the num )ers may )0 represented )y several arithmetic

numerals or expressions within the given conditions. Instructor

and class preferences can determine whether multiple expressions

are desired.

"hen morn i students have many of the expressions, individuals

may be invited, in rotation, to write beside a list of, aralfic numerals

from 1 through 20 their expression which has not been previously shown.

Certain exprevions will prove difficult to o'ytain. Give no answers

even if students haven't found, for instance, an expression for 19,

'ait stimulate their curiosity and their pursuit of the question. IE

no one in the class hr'.s an expression for a number or nudoers, remind

2
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the class of this at intervals of days or weeks.

When the,class appears ready for anew challenge--

o

You can continue to work,on the arithmetic numerals-
!

yok: haven't found yet. I'd like to see wuat y.As nave

when you get a difficult one, but let's change the

rules a little and work on acme more numbers.

Let's eliminate the lace notation 'rocess and id

and "one-half" powering.* We are allowed to

have 4
2
for 16 in expressions and it would oe considered

V2 vz
to use one "4". also allowed are 4 ,for 2 and (4 x 4)

for 4 using one and two "4's" respectively.

Can you create arithmetic numerals for the numbers 21

through 30 using exactly four "/:'c", the four arithmetic

operations ( +, x, 40, thejrocess of grouping (par-

entheses) and sec9pd and "one-half" powering?

* Note: The expression one-half power is used to introduce a fractional

exponent as a new concept.. this provides the motivation for writing

(4 x x. 4 rather than using the more traditional square root (and
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Procedures similar to those used when developing the arithmetic

numerals for 1 through 20 may be used here. Remember to withhold ans-

wers to stimulate curiosity and to encourage the pursuit of pioduc-

tive question:.. Then,- when the class seems ready --

Rxercise&

Let's now have a neLshallEdge for creating arithm

numerals for the numbers 31 to 40. Let's festore plac

notations and add a new precess, "factorializing," so that

we have available 4! (.54-321) which uses one "4". Thus,

the conditions are to create the numerals using exactly

four "4's",xthe four operations ( +, x, +) and the pro-

cesses grouping. place noting (locating s decimal point

among digits), raising to the second and half powers,

and taking the factorial.

r-
(1) For homework find numerals for the numbex6 that are not obtained

in class.

(2) For homework students might like the following:

Using exactly four "4's", the four arithmetic operations

and the two processes (parenthesis and dec-

imal point) create arithmetic?-numerals for each of the

fractions 1/2, 1/3, 1/4, 1/5, 1/6, 2/3, 4/5.
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0

(3) For classwork or for homework the,following challenge may be pre-
,

seated:

Given a collection of six numerals as follows "1/2", "1/3","1/4",

"1/6","1/6", "1/12" And the four arithmetic operations'

x, 4) with the process of grouping, use any or

all of the given numerals in expressions equal to the.'

counting numbers from 1 through 15. example: (1/6 4 (1/6))

(4) Students may write a `short monograph describing their findings

using different digits (thr(ye "3's", or four "6's" or some-

thing) and by experimentation find the conditions to impose

41.

v
(in terms of'the numerals, and the operations and processes)

for creating the expressions.
0

Note: Illustrative solutions for the requested arithmetic numerals

are shown below:
1

(1) ( 4 + 4) 4- (4 + 4) (6) 4 +(4 + 4) 4

(2) (4 x 4) (4 + 4) (7) (44 4) - 4

(3) (4 + 4 + 4) 4 4 + 4 - 4-f 4

(4) 4 + (4 - 4) It 4 ° (81 4 +.4 + 4 - 4

(5) (4 x 4 + 4) 4- 4 4 x (4 + 4) 4 4

(4 x .4 +.4) 4- .4 (9) 4 + 4 + (4 4. )

49



(10)

(11)

(12)

(13) (4 ,- .4) + 4

(14) (4 + 4 x.4) 4

(15) (44 4- 4) + 4

4 x5 4 - (44-4)

(16) 4 + 4 + 4 + 4

4 x 4 + 4 - 4

(17) 4 x 4 + 4)

(18) (4-1.- .4) + 4 + 4

(19) (4 + 4 - .4) +.4

(20) (4 + 4 4) x 4

(4 4,4) + 4 - 4

(44; - 4 ) 4

(4 4) + (4-4-'4)

(44 + 4 4

(21) 4' + 4 + (4-4 4)

(22) 4 x 4 + 4 + 4'k7-

(23) (4 + 444)2 -

20

(24). 4 x 4 + 4 + 4

(25). (4 + 4 4)415'

(26) 42 4.4 + 4 + 4 2.*

(27) 42 + 44 4

(28) 42 + 4 + 4 + 4

(29) (4-4 4 '4)2 + 4

(30) 44 - 42 + 43t.

(31) 42 + 42 - .4 4- 4

(32) 10. + 4 + 4 .4

4(33) 42 .2
+ 4 4 4 4

(44) + 4 + 4 + 4-11

(35) (4 + 44)2 4-1t 4-

(36) (4: - 4) x 4

(37) (4 + 4)2 + 4 4

(38) 44 - 4 - 4)$--

(39); 42 + 42 - 4 -IL- 4

(40) (41.) x 4)6)--4 e 4

3u



Illustrative Solutions for Exercise 2

1/2: (4 + 4) (4 x r)

1/3: 4 0 (4 + 4 + 4)

114: 4 (4! - (4 + 4) )

1/5: 1 4 (4 x 4 + 4)

1/6: 4 (4! + 4 - 4)

2/3: 4 0 (4 .4 - 4)

4/5: 4 (4 .0 .4 + 4)

Illustrative Solutions for Exercise 3

1. (1/6) 0 (1/6)

2. (1/3)1 (1/6)

3. (1/4) (1/12)

4. (1/3) 0 (1/12)

5. (1/2 + 1/3) (1/6)

6. (1/2) (1/12)

7. (1/3 + 1/4) (1/12)

8. (1/3) 0 (1/2) x (1/12)

9. (1/2) 0 ( (1/3) x (1/6) )

10. (1/2 + 1/3) (1/2+ 1/3) (1/12)

11. (1/3 + 1/4 + 1/6 + 1/6) 0 (1/12)

12. ( (1/2) 0 (1/12) x (1/3) x (1/6)

k

3

.,>
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13. ( (1/2) + (1/3) + (1/4.) 0 (1/12)

14. (1/6) * ( (1/6) x (1/12) ) + (1/2) 0 (1/4)

15. (1/4)* ( (1/6) x (1/6)) + (1/2) r (1/2)

Balance Conditions,tor an Ewa Arm Balance and Solutions to Linear Equations'

Materials:

A. For damgnotration

1. AnNequal arm balance - (low sensitivity from the physics

lab or built for the occasion.)

2. An assortment with 6 each of 5 everyday items such

as unused pencils, erasers, chalk sticks, washers, etc.

B. B. For at arranges groups

1. Small colored chips or pebbles in 3 colors to provide

approximately 20 of each color per group of students.

2.1- 1 centimeter cube - 2 or 3 handfuls within reach of

each student.

3. "Balan
13
ce Worksheets" - two per student marked off as

shown.

Left Pan Right Pan

3')

0
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This unit uses a physical demonstration to permit students to

observe and state rulers for manipulating unknown weights on a balance

scale to determine the values of the unknowns. Students manipulate

color chips which represent different weights so as to maintain

simulated balance conditions. Permitted changes allow determination

of the values of chips in ci way that parallels permitted changes to

given linear equations that lead to their roots. Interest can be
0

killed by asking students to work equations by chips. In stead

of using chips, students who need this unit most will attempt to

work equations with x's and y's using half remembered rules from

.past experiences.

Student involvement comes from attractive challenges to manipulate

colorful chips and to discover meaningful values and relationships.

To sustain interest the teacher should promote investigation of the

balance relationships for their own sake and avoid giving any hints

to the mathematical payoff from the activity. A statement such as
1.7

the following may help: As we proceed, "If you know, what we are

doing mathematically, come to Me and whisper your guesQ. If you want

to, I will give you an individual project to work on."

A
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- Introduction

Introduce the unit as a study of balance and balancing operations. )t

Demonstrate to the class the ways that a balanced load may be

changed. .

0

For example, assume that one eraser balances four pencils. If you

start with an eraser balancing four pencils, adding an eraser to

each side will maintain balance and illustrate adding the same thing

to each side. If you start with an eraser balancing four pencils,

adding an eraser to the first slide and four pencils to the other

sides gives balance with two erasers.balancing eight pencilb:. It

illustrates adding equals to each side. Through similar demonstrations

the'following general rules for balance operations may be observed:

(1) nor BALANCE - (these require essentially that what you

do to one side you also do to the other)

(i) "Same Thing Operations"

Adding the same thing to each side

Taking away OIL:I.-same thing from each side

Multiplying each side by the same factor

Equally subdividing and balancing subunits from

each side
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(ii) "Balanced Thi Operations"

Adding balanced (but different) things to one

and the other aides

Subtracting balanced things

11910.ILWIT/ by equal things_"

Squally aubdividisn - by equal things

(iii "Interchange Operations", ve each load to the

.-
',6ppobite pan and maintain

balance.

For UNBALANCE - (these operations permit change to one side

alone and adding unbalanced things to the

sides of the balance)

(i) "One Side Change"

Adding. to one side

Subtracting to one side

to one side

Substituting a subdivision on one aide only

(ii) "Unbalanced Things Operations"

Adding unbalanced things on to one side and

other to other

Subtracting

Multiplying balanced sides by different factors

Subdividing into a different number of parts

3
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A. Pass out the balance woriksheeto and state: "Assume that

each of the centimeter cubes represents a Unit weight and

that colored chips are some multiple of thin.. Let chips
A

of one color represent the name multiple." Then, aok,

"Can you represent a series of balance combinations by

putting chips and centimeter cubes on each Gide of the

balance as represented on tie exercise sheeto?"

B. Circulate among the studento; encourage them to make up

any combination that pleases them. Ask individuals

occaoionally what meaning certain statements may have for

them, without comment (except perhaps, to stimulate

their thinking a little.)

C. Next establish with the class that a "simple balance statement"

is one using only one colored piece balancing a number of

unit cubes. Have the students met up on their worksheets

several wimple balances and then have them udertake

a process which may be called "complicating" or "disguising"

the simple statement. Complicating or disguising a simple

balance statement is achieved by performing any of the

balance operations on it. Allow an unlimited use of pieces

of different colors and suggest that each student fill his

worksheet with cimplic tions as wild as he can think of,

ti

3 Q3
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and developed from some simple balance statement. It is

probable that many students are not observing the Conditions

for "complicating" and so the instructor should circulate

through the class, asking what the original or root state

ment was, and then checking that the complicated statement

is consistent with the uriginal simri6 statements. It is

Bois to be difficult aat to give oneseli'away by using the

1

word "equation " but this term should be ke t secret in

favor of the "balance" terminology. Allow time for

students to develop a facility, including a feeling of

freedom, in setting up series of these complicated balance

combinations rooted in original simple statements. '

(III) "Seeing Thsalzh" Disguised Simple Statements

In this section students will challenge other claseo\members

to see through the disguises of simple balance statements which

they got by "complicating" simple Statements.

A. Have students use some one color chips with unit cubes

to make a simple balance statement which they then "disguise"

by complicating it. Remove the original simple statement

from the worksheet and then invite other members of the class

to exchange seats so that they can work back through the

disguise* to the original simple statement.
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B. When students see that this activity using one color is

rather trivial, suggest that they make two simple statements

each using a different color and then disguise this pair

of statements. Have students record their root statements

on a slip of paper and then fill their worksheet with five

or so disguised statements. When two students each have
A

disguised sets, have them excha e,seats and challenge each

other to find the simple staten6it a.

e-
NOTE: It will be well to check the complicated sets

at first, to insure that the intended simple

statements are represented. However, some good

discussions develop when students find that the

statements are inconsistent.

This activity using two colors will probably hold the

students' interest for one or several class periods. Have

students use their second work sheet to put pieces to

represent new balance statements derived from the dipguised

statements. After they are doing this easily, encourage

students, probably one at a time as you circulate around

the class, to record on paper in some manner the new

statements derived from the disguised set. Allow students

to devise their own recording system without imposing or

even suggesting techniques. When students have developed 6

3 00
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facility in seeing through two Color disguises and can

move easily from paper and p cil statement of balance

to the blocks and cubes statements, they are ready to

work with three colors.

C. Suggest to individual students first, and then announce to

the class generally,

"When you have mastered building balance statements

on the second worksheet related to two color disguised

statements on the first, and when you can record-

these new derived statements using pencil and paper,

move en to disguising three simple statements."

As before, have students fill a worksheet with five combinations

before challenging a classmate to break the disguise. Students

should record their ample statements on a slip of paper,

and, in many cases, it is well to cheek disguised seta for

consistency with the root statements.

It may now be appropriate for the instructor to set up

one or several sets of disguised statements and invite

students to find the root statements. Similarly, students

ow/ challenge the instructor.

3



Slower students will continue working on two color

statements while quicker students may be working on,

involved situations with statements of three or more colors.

When the class has at least a minimal proficiency with

the two color sets, and seems ready, the instructor

may wish to assign some of the exercises below for

classwork or homework before moving on to Section IV,

Guided Insights.

NOTE: Ehese exercises are illustrRtive of many that

may be used for classwork or 'homework. They

progress in difficulty from two color simple

statements Wherein, for examPle, a green piece

balances three cubes, to statements wherein a

green piece balances an empty right side (zero

cubes) and then to statements wherein a green

/ piece and two .9400 balance an empty righr side

(so that the value of the green piece is

negative tow cubes). few three color disguised

statements are included. The level of difficulty

is represented by little circles next to the

number.

4U
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Exercises
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(2)

(3) G G

® A A /\

* *
* *

(4) (I)

/G\ (I) A * *
* *

* *

(5)
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* *(6) 0 0
CB al PM 71\-- * * *

0 77 * .*

**

(An Empty Pan)

01 0 0 d d -IV
* * * * *
* * * * *

(10) I -7
* *
* *

4
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IV. Guided Insights

In the previous section we saw that a set of disguised

statements could be unmasked to a set of simple statements. In

this section we will show that one disguised statement leads

to many pairs of simple statements. Thus, for example,
* * * * *

G G G R 7V * * * * * *

may lead to (1) G 7 * fl * (2)

R 7 \-* *

(3) G *
* * * *

R * * * *

G

R

*
*

*

*
*

* *-7'

etc.

To determine one simple statement pair you must be given two

disguised statements that are essentially different (i.e. one

is not a multiple or a constant value different' from the other.)

Divide the blackboard into three sections. At the top of

each section show a single simple. statement. In the first, show

a statement with one colorOn the second with two colors and in

the third-wtee colors. Then record in each section approxi-

mately four disguised statements derived from the simple statements

of that section.

Keep only the disguised statements in each section, erasing

the original simple statements.

45
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Let us assume that we do not know the pimple statements from

which thesd die uised statements have tome and that we know

only the disguised balance statements.

Le us choose a die uised statement iii one color and work back

to its simple statement.

Recordeon the blackboard statements volunteered by0 students until

the simple statement is reconstructed.

L t us choose a dis uised statement in two colors and work

through its disguise, simplifying it.

Again record statements on the blackboard. Students will find

that any simplified statement they obtain still has two colors

in it and many pairs of simple statements (each in one color only)

satisfy it.

Let us choose a disguised balance statement in three colors

and work back through its disguise to simplify it.
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As before, any simplified statem nt will include three

colors, which may be satisfied by several sets of simple state-

ments. Students may be guided to the insight that to determine

a single set of simple statements two disguised statements must

be given for two colors, three disguised statements for three

colors, four disguised statements for four col rs, etc.

The examples following illustrate how one such class discussion

might develop.

C



(A) Under the one color heading:

Original -47\

Dispiaiug yields (1)

Simplifying yields

,

going to

38

(2) * * 7 6s6s Cs

(2) 4 * Aetcsa

(B) Under the two color headi

'Ornals

Complicating yields (1)

(2)

0

*
o * *

4

0 ®*



(3) co k
(4) fi3 8 ED fa CO VI 7C

Sim la(?) zs_qi,ds

* *
* *

63

7s ® 43

39

O

For which pairs of simple statements in two colVrs might be:

A

or

*
* *

or more conveniently in a talbe representing pairs of simple

statements for and ftwe have:

Possible Pairs

4J
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Simplifying (4) yields no simplification, but the Statement

accords with the pairs of simple statements included in the table:

Simplifying by interacting two disguised statements leads ,by

combining (3') and (4) to:

(3) (33 cv ® ® Z6

And to

(5) CB ID CD CD

And by subdividing that

(5' ) 7Se *

* *

0 GB,* al46 * *

Now (5') means that

(51) CD CO -7EN * *
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Combining (3') and (5") gives

( 6 )

*
(61)& * *

The pair (5') and (6') consititue for original simple balance

statements for two colors.

(C) Under the three color

Original:

Complicating yields:

(13 E)i) &10 *

*

(2) 606D& * ® *** *

* 7c ® 59(3) CO 49N * * ** **



Simplifying_yields

(1) *

(2) eas
* *

(3) * * * *

*

* *

* *
* *

Simplifying by interacting 1' with 3' gives

(4")

® * * * *

Adding (2') and (4") gives

(5")

&SM)

So (5"1)(6&

* *
* *

And by subdividing (5"")

* * * *
* * * *

Adding (5"") interchanged to 2' we obtain

(6") (..)&

(6") 0 7N'

* * * *
* * * *

42
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We have thus worked through the disgui e to the original simple

et-at

a

(1) ED 7
(502,0)

(6°°")

7

O
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V. The Set-up Exposed

Previous work has been discussed using only balancing vocabulary.

efully the students are thinking in balancing terms. Those

who are really thinking this way may now be treated to one of the

most pleasant experiences in mathematics - the insight that

' two abstract systems are in reality one. The instructor may

now guide student thinki OP

e4
to enable them to see that the system

of balance statements' and operations parallel form an

algebraic system involving linear equations.

A. What are the balance o orations that we ma .erform on a

balance statement that will maintain balance?

Record student responses on the blackboard..

Below is a set of statements that illustrate those that might

be volunteered by students:

1) When you put a piece on the left, put one on the

right side, also.

2) You can take the same piece from both sides.

3) You can switch the sides for the pieces on the balance.

4) You can add pieces together for two balance combinations.

5) You can take 2 or any number of times the number of

of pieces on the left side to balance the same

.number of times the pieces on the right side.

r
t).1



You now know a lot about equations. Each of these

balance statements'can be written as an equation.
. o

How would ou writs e uations for the dis uiaed bal

45

ce

statements and their simplifications that we recorded, P

on the blackboard in Section IV?

Record responses on the blackboard. These responses will

probably include equality and the arithmetic operations although

triangles, circles and squares are likely to persist for place-

holders.

The final move to statements of a more traditional algebraic

form may come when letters are used for placeholders. . It.may be

interesting to ask the following questions:

How do you reognize something in algebra when you.look

A at it? Have you ed any algebra? What did you do?

The use of x's, y's.a s for placeliplaara or variables is

oue of the moat visible feiltures of algebra and is likely 6 be

mentioned. II turd when the use of letters as placeboldels is

.mentioned, the instructor day explain their convenience. He may

then solicit algebraic statements that _represent the disguilsed

and theisimplifying balances and recordgt14volunteered algebrait

statements on the blackboard.

a

O
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D

C. Since We are finding algebraic terms to use in place of

thelbal ncing terms, let us express the balance operations

in algebraic terms.

the series of statements below may serve as an example of

statements that may be volunteered and recorded on the blackboard.

0 New and equivalent equations -result from:

1) Adding the same quantity to both sides, of a given

-equation.

2) Adding equal quantities to both.sides.

3) Subtracting the same or equal quantities from both

sides.

Millt_Ulying _bath_ parts by the _same factor.

5) Dividing.boi4arta by -the same divisor.

6) Equations are symmetric so that if A B, then B A.

D. You now have a knowledge of a mathematical system in

which the elements are linear equations. You may develop

'our,skill in working a set-of complicated equations .

back to the simple root equations by practice., Find

some linear equations in an algebra book (starting with

easier ones first) and work them outyourself.

Exercises: For cl.i....:swork,or homewcrk students can work sets of

°

3Jnortr equat from standard, books to find the root

equations as the students desire.

0
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PERFECT NUMBERS

The factors of 6 are 1, 2, 3 and 6. Note: 1 + 2+ 3 + 6 = 2 x 6.

The factors of 28 are 1, 2, 4, 7 4nd 28. Note: 1 + 2 + 4 + 28 = 2 x 28.

What are'the actors of 496? What is the sum of the factors of 496?

INTRODUCTION

Sometimes it is useful to have students generalize a well known

theorem in order for them to become more familiar with the theorem it-
.

self as well as th related problems. The student is led to discover math-

4* emetics in such'a way that it becomes fun for him. We shall demonstrate this

approach by generalizing the concept of a perfect number to the concept

of a number which is said to be 1 - perfect where a is a natural number.

Th student is encouraged to try his hand at solving some fadous unsolved

problemg.

(Part 1)

AN EXTENSION.OF THE IDEA OF PERFECT NUMBERS

The Pythagoreans originated the problem about perfect humbers. We

shall use.t0,his idea in the extension given here.

The 'Sum of Successive Powers of 2. The student should be led to

prove the following well known theorem.

5 e



THEOREM 1.1:

(a)

For any integer p, the sum of the first g powers

of 2 is equal to 2P - 1, i.e.,

2
0
+ 2

1
+ 2

2
+ 2

3
+ + 2

p-1
2r
n

° 1.

Show that

21 - 1,20

2
0 + 21 2

2
- 1,

2
0
+ 2

1
+ 2

2
23 - 1

20 4. 21 22 23
um 2

4 -1

(b) Suppose that for some natural number k, it is true that

48

2
0
+ 2

1
+ 2

2
+ 2

3
+ + 2k-1 2

k - 1.

Then multiply both sides of `the above equation by 2 and add

1 to both sides to determine the sum.

20 + 2 1 + 22 + 23 + + 2k-1 + 2k .

(c) What have you proved using Mathematics1 Induction?

(d) Is this true: 2
0 + 2

1
+ 2

2
+ 2

3
+ 2P-1 9P - 1?

PERFECT NUMBERS. If we exclude 6 from the divisors of 6, then 6 is

, the sum of its divisors, since 1 + 2 + 3 6. The same is true for the

.'number 28. On account of this, they are considered to "perfect numbers."

(-1Euclid has given a formula all the even perfect numbers. His formula

says that 2P-1 (2P - 1) is a perfect number if p and (2P - 1) are both

primes..

5o
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Exercises:

(a) Tr to find a natural number n which is not rime but for which

2n - 1 is a prime number. What conclusion do you reach?

After a while the students should conjecture that if 2n - 1 is a prim

number, then n itself is a prime number.'

(b) Show that, except for the number itself, the divisors of 2P

1, 2, 22, ..., 2P-1, 2(2P - 1), ...; 2P-2 (2P - 1).

(c) Show that the sum of these divisors is given by

1 + 2 + 2
2
+ + 2

p-1
+ (2P - 1) (1 + 2 + +( 1 + 2 + . . . + 2 p- 2 ) .

(d) Expand the above sum to show that it is equal to

2P-1 (2(1 + 2 + 4 + 2P-2) + 1).

(e) Use Theorem 1.1 to show that the above sum is equal to

12P-1 (2(2P-1 - 1) + 1).

(f) Expand the above result to get

fl

2lr-'(2P 1).

(g) What-theorem has just been proved about perfect numbers?

c
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THEOREMS ABOUT PERFECT NUMBERS. An elementary number theory

theorem states: I

4'
Each even-perfect number (Base Ten) ends in either a 6 or

an S.

The student is hereby encouraged to prove the counterparts to this

theorem in other bases. For example,

=OREM 1.2: mlp21-mAilevenerfectnu

perfect number 6, end in 1.

(a) Make a Base Nine multiplication table.

(b) Fill in the following table:

2i 8 35

4

2i -'1 7

2
i-1

(2
i a 1) 31

- TABLE 1

(c) Prove the following theorem.

G



THEOREM 1.3:
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Each odd power of 2 (Base Nine) ends in 2, 8 or 5.

(d) (d) Prove the following theorem.

THEOREM 1.4: Each even power of 2 ends in 4, 7 or 1.

(e) Prove the following theorem.

THEOREM 1.5. For an odd integer ends in

(f) Prove the following theorem:

THEOREM 1.6: For any odd integer i,

1. If 21 ends in 2 then 21°1 ends in 1 and 21 - 1 ends in 1.

2. If 2i ends in 8 then 2iol Olds in 4 and 21 1 ends in 7 and

3. If 2
i
ends in

(g) Prove the theorem.

THEOREM 1.7:

i-1
ends in 7 and 21 - 1 ends in 4.

For any odd integer i, 2i-1 (2
i

- 1) ends in 1.

(h) Prove the followin: corollar to theorem 1.7. For an

even 'erfect number n exce t 6 n ends in 1 if n is iven

in Base Nine.
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Exercises:

1. Show that in Base Eleven

(a) Each even perfect number ends in a 6, 1 or 4.

(b) If an even perfect number ends in 4, then it is of the form

2P-1 (2P - 1)

where p'io a pr e of the form 10a + 9 (Base 'Ten) .

Hint: Fill i &the following table.

i 2 3i 5

2
i

4 8 2d

21-1 4 15

2 i - 1 3 7 29

21-1 (2i - 1) 6 26

7

t

9 10
,-/

12

2. Show that in Base Thirteen, except for the number 6, each even

perfect number end6 in a 1, 2, 3, or 8.

3. Show that in Base Fifteen in which the fifteen symbols are 0, 1,

2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, d, e, x, y, a d z, each even perfect

number, except 6, ends :either in 1 o y.

4. Show that in Base Seventeen,.each even perfect number except 6

ends in 1, 2, 4, or e.

5. What are the possible endings for even perfect numbers if they are

written in Base Nineteen?

6. Give endings for perfect numbers written in bases six, eight and

twelve.

2
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The Sum.of Successive Powers of 3. The student should be led to

prove the following theorem.

THEOREM 1.8:

a

For any integer p, the sum of the first p powers of 3

ip equal to 3P 1 i.e.,

1
3
0 + 3 + 37 + 3- + + 3P-1 3P 1

(a) Show that

3
0

3
0
+ 3

1

3
0
+ 3

1

3
0
+ 3

2

3
1

- 1
2

. 32 -1
2

+ 3
2

. 33 - 1
2

+ 3
2
+ 3

3 34 1

2

(b) Suppose th14)). r some natural number k, it is true that
iiiir

k-1 h
3
0
+ 3

1
+ 3

2
+ 3

3
+ + 3

3 l

Then multiply both sides of the above equatio by 3 and add

1 to both sides to determine the sum

3
0

+ 3
1
+ 3

2
+ 3

3
+ + 3 + 3k . .

k°1

(c) What have ou 5roved usinw Mathematical Induction?

(d) Is this true: 30 + 31 + 32 + 33 + + 3P-1 3p
1 ?

2

HALF-PERFECT NUMBERS. We would like to introduce a problem about hay-

perfect numbers. If we exclude 117 from the divisors of 117, then the sum

of its divisors is 65 because 1 + 3 + 9 + 13 + 39 63.



Observe that

13 is prime and divides both 65 and 117.

65 is 5 x 13, and

117 io 9 x 13.

5 is approximately half of 9.

A oimiliar relationship holds for the number 796797, i.e., if

we exclude 796797 from the divisors of 796797, then the sum of its

divisors is 398945.

Note that

1 + 3 + 9 + 27 + 81 + 243 + 729 + (364) (1093) 398945.

We find that

1093 is prime and divides both 398945 and 796797.

398945 is 365 x 1093 and

796797 is 729 x 1093.

365 is approximately half of 729.

54

(
Thus, the numbers 117-and 796797 both have the special property of each

having itself and sum of its factors as multiples of the same non-composite

number and having a ratio of approximately one-half. On this account, we

name them "half-perfect numbers". In each case the non-composite number is

)
given by the formula

(2 + 12 P - 1 for some prime p. We now give a formula

for some half-perfect numbers. Our formula says: A number N is said to be
O

half-perfect if there is a prime p such that

(a) -(1-4.3=--2-74-
2

is prime,

(b)
2

x (2 + 1)P-1 N, and

(c) the sum of the factors of N (excluding N itself) is

e.1



Exercises:

2 + (2 © 2 - 1
2 2

p
If both p and

,
a 4' are primes, then

3p-1 f 3P - 1
j

is a half-perfect number.

(a) Show that, except for the number itself, the divisors of

p -1 3P-1 13 ( ) are

55

3p-1,((3P - 1 ), 3P- 11, 3, 3
2

,
'r, 9 1 1), 3r--(

(b) Show that the sum ofithese divisors i iven by

1 + 3 + 32 + + 3P-1 +
'AP 1

) (1 4- 3 .1. 3P-2).

(c) Chan e the above sum to chow. that it is e ual to

3P - 1 3P - 1 3P-1 - 1
2 2 2

Use Theorem 1.8.
r

(d) wand the above result to get

(2 + 1)Pel (2 - 2

2 2
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Exercise: Show that the number 423,6449039,001 is a half-perfect number.

OREMS ABOUT HALF-PERFECT NUMBERS Here are some other theorems,---,___.)

about half-perfect numbers which the teacher might take up in class.

IHEOREM 1.9: The larger the value of p the closer to

one-half is the sum of the factors of a

half-perfect number N to the number N.

Exercise:

1. Show that no number can be both perfect and half-perfect.

2.a Show that the sum of the factors of a half-perfect number

(disregarding the number itself) is always greater than 1/2.

THEOREM 1.10: There exists infinitely many numbers that are

half-perfect;

THEOREM 1.11: There are no even half-perfect numbers.



Exercises:

1. Fill in the blanks.

If we exclude

57

from the divisors of_423644039001

then the sum of its divisors is

i + + SI

is prime az divides both

is x797161 and

is x. 797161.

is approximately of.

Thus, the number

We observd

and 423644039001.

has the property of having itself

and the sum of its factors as' multiples of the same

and having a ration of approximately The number

423644039001 is one-half perfect since there exists the prime

such that

(a) is prime,

(b) 423644039001 + and

(c) the sum of the factors of 423644039001 (excluding

423644039001) is

9
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Exercises:
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1. Show that in Base Ten

(a) Each half-per number ends in a 1 or a 7.

(b) If a half - perfect number ends in 1, then it is of the form

3P-1 (3P - 1) /2

where p is a prime of the form 4a 4- 3.

Hint: Fill in the following table.

3
co

7 9 11

31 27 243

31-1
9

3 - 1 13 121

3
1-1

(3
i

- 1)/2 117

2. Show that in Base Nine each half-perfect numbei has an odd

number of face-values, the first one being equally divided

between a string of 4's and a string of O's. As an examplem

the smallest half-perfect number in Base Nine is 140. The

second smallest half-perfect number in Base Nine is 1444000.

3. Show that the Base Nine number 1444444000000 is half-perfect.

4. Is the Base Nine number 1444444400000 half-perfect?

5. Is the Base Nine number 144444440000000 half-perfect?

6. Show that corollaries to the theorem of (2) above are:

(a) Every half-perfect number is a multiple of line.

(b) Except the smallest half-perfect number, every half-perfect
G?,

number is a multiple of seven hundred twenty-nine.

(c) Except for the two smallest half-perfect numbers, every

half-perfect number is a multiple of 318.



The Sum of Successive. Powers of 4. ,TheStuatent Should be,led to

prove the following theorem.

THEOREM 1.12: For any integer p,:';the sum of the'first.p powers of

4 is equal to 4P
3

1 i.e.,

0 1
4 + 4 + 4

+41 +42 +43

+: + 4P-1 = 4P 'r 1
3

c,0

4
1
- 1
3

42 - 1
3

11143 -; 1

- 1
3

(b) Suppose that for some natural number,k, it is true that

4
k

1,4
0

4
1
+ 4

2
+ 4

3
+ 4

4
+ +'4

k-1
=

3

Then multiply both sides of the above equation by 4 and add 1

to both sides to determine the sum

4r+ 41 + 42 + 43 + 411'+ + e-1 + 4k .

(e) What have ou reved usin Mathematical Induct on?'

(d) Is this tru': 40 ;41 + 42 + 43 + + 4P-1 = 4P
3

1 ?

ONE-THIRD-PERFECT NUMBERS. A number N is said to be One-third-perfect

provided that there is a prime p such that

6
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ONE-THIRD-PERFECT NUMBERS. A number N is said to belone-third-perfect

provided that there is a prime p such that

(a) (3 1)P 1 is prime,
3

(b) N (3. +..1)P 1 x-.(3 + 1)P-1, and

(c) The sum f the factors of ?I'excluding N itself) is

I3 ,tatLLI3 =11 x 127±11!:.1.
3 3

THEOREM 1.13: T
4p

here exist primes p and -° in which

4p -1 (4p -
3

is not one-third-perfect.

STEP if. For the Prime p 2, show that
4P-1

3

STEP Find the sum of the factors of 4P-1 (

is a prime.'

4
P

- 1
3

).

STEP 3. Show that the result found in STEP 2 does, not satisfy

(c) of the dektnition.

THEOREM 1.14: There are no numbers that are one-third-perfect.
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The Sum of Successive Powers of 5. The student should be led to
A

prove the following theorem.

THEOREM 1.15: For any integer p, the sum of the first

5
P - 1

p powers of 5 is equal to , i.e.,

513

STEP 1. Show that

+ 51 + 52

0

+ 51.

5
0

+ 5
1
+ 5

2

5
0

+ 5
1
+ 5

2
+ 5

3

4

+ 53 + +5P -1 ==

5
P

1

5
1

- 1

4

52 -1
4

53.- 1
4

54 -1
4

STEP 2. Multiply both sides of the last result by 5; add 1 to

both sides of this new equation to get your next

equation to go in STEP 1.

STEP 3.
o
Repeat STEP 2 until you are convinced that

5

4

1P -
5
0
+ 5

1
+ 5

2
+ 5

3
+ + 5

p-1
==.

ONE-QUARTER-PERFECT NUMBERS. We would like to introduce a problem

about quarter-perfect numbers. If we exclude 775 from the divisors of 775,

then the sum of it divisors is 1 +'5 + 25 + 31 + 5 x 31.
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Observe that

31 prime and divides both 217 and 775.

217 is 7 x 31 and

775 is 25 x 31.

7 is approximately 1/4 of 25.

A similar relationship holds for the number 305171875, i.e., if

we exclude 305171875 from the divisors of 305171875, then the sum of

its divisors is 76307617.

Note that

1 + 5 + 25 + 125 + 625 + 3125 + 15625 + 3906 x 19531 a 76307617.

We find that

19531 is prime and divides both 76307617 and 305171875.

76307617 is 3907 x 19531 and,

305171875 is 15625 x 19531.

76307617 is approximately 1/4 of 305171875.

Thus, the numbers 775, and 305171875 both have the special property of

each having itself and the sum of its factors as multiples of the same

non-composite number and having a ratio of approximately one-quarter. On

this account, we name them "1/4-perfect numbers". In each case the non-

(4 +

4

1)P
composite number is given by the formula for some prime p. We

now give a formula for some 1/4-perfect numbers. Our formula sayb: A

number N is said to be 1/4-perfect if there is a prime p such that

(4 + 1)P
(a)

- 1
4

is prime,

(4 + 1)P - 1
(b) x (4 + 1)P-1 N, and

(c) the sum of the factors of N (excluding N itself) is

(4 + 1)P-1 + ( 2- 1) (4 + 1)P - 1
4 x 4.

Fcf
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Exercise:

5

4

P - 1If both p and are primes, then

Sp -1(5P5P - 1
4

is a quarter-perfect number.

STEP 1. Show that, except for the number itself, the divisors

p-1 5P - 1
of 5 (

4
) are

o

P
1, 5, 52, ..., 5P-1, p5P -4 1 ), 5(5P ; 1 ), ..., 5P-2(5 -4 1 ).

STEP 2. Show that the sum of these divisors is given by

1 + 5 + 52 + 1 13 -
+ (

5 1
)(1 + 5 + 51)-2).

STEP 3. Change the above sum to show that it is equal to

5P - 1 5P - 1 5
p-1

- 1
4 4 4

Use THEOREM 1.12.

STEP 4. Expand the above result to get

ti

(4 + 1)P-1 + (4- 1) (4 + 1)P - 1
4 4

4
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The o udent should now be able to ocore well on the following

exercioeo.

Exercioeo:

1. ShoW that for any integer p, the sum of the first p power° of 6

6P - 1
io equal to

5

2. Give a fo ula for finding the sun of the first p power° of 7.

3. How would you define a number to be one-fifth perfect?

4. With the definition given in (3) above, can you find any number°

that are one-fifth perfect?

5. Define36mbero to be one - sixth- perfect in ouch a way that 6725201

is cre-ointh-perfect number. Show that every one-oixth-perfect

number either ends in 1 or 3 (Base Ten).

. Site and prove three theorem° about quarter-perfect numbero. Do

not include any of those mentioned here.

6

5

P - 1 6
P - 1

7. Show that there exists prime° p and ouch that (---17--) is not

a one-fifth-perfect number.

8. Define the set of one-tenth-perfect numbers and give an example.

9. Give a generalization in which you define for a natural number a, the

oet of numbers which are 1/a-perfect.

10.' Show that in Bar:3e Ten each quarter-perfect number endo in 75.

11. State a corollary to the Theorem of (10) above for Base Eight quarter-

perfect numbers.

12. State a corollary to the Theorem of (10) above for Base Four quarter-

perfect numbero.

13. State a corollary for Dace Five quarter-perfect numbers.

14. The Base Ten quarter-perfect numbei 775 and 305171875 are represented in

Base Nine by 1051 and 7072101, respectively. Make a prediction about quarter-

perfect numbers.in Base Nine. Try to prove or disprove your conjecture.

'IL
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(PART 2)

FURTHER GENERALIZATIONS WITH APPLICATIONS

We ohall now generalize the concept of a perfect number to the

concept of a number which io paid to be
1

- perfect where a io e natural
a

number.

DEFINITION 2.1: A number N io oaid to be - perfect if there io a
a

number p ouch,that for come number a,

(a) both p and
(a + 1) - 1

are primes,
a

(a + 1) - 1
(b) N x (a + 1)

p-1
, and

(c) the cum of the factor° of N (excluding N itself)

(a +
p-1 + a - 1) (a + 1)P - 1

a a

The following theoremo follow immediately.

THEOREM 2.1:

THEOREM 2.2:

THEOREM 2.3:

THEOREM 2.4:

1
Any number which io -37 - perfect io aloo perfect by

Euchlieo definition.

There tare exactly three numbero leoo than the number

129140162 x 43046721

which are half-perfect numbers.

There are exactly two numbers less than the number

12,207,031 x 9,765,625

which are one-fourth-perfect numbers.

There are no one-fifth-perfect numbero.

t)



THEOREM 2.5: There is no number which is both a tenth-perfect

number and smaller than: 74 x 10
19

.
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THEOREM 2.6: (a) If a number N has 2 as a factor exactly once, and

THEOREM 2.7:

the sum of the factors of N is S, then does not
2

have 2 as a factor and the sum of the factors of

is
S

1 4- 2

If a number
(b) If a number N has 2 as a factor exactly twice, and

the sum of the factors of N is S, then does not

have 2 as a factor and the bum of the factors of

Ni
4 -8 1 + 2 + 4

(c) If a number has 2 as a factor n times, and the

sum of the factors of N is S,.then N/2n does not

have 2 as a(factor and the sum of the factors of

N/2n is given by the formula:
S S

1 + 2 + 4 + + 2n 2
n+1 - 1

e

If N fel f2
e3

2
f
3

f
i

where the f
i
are distinct primes and the sum of the

factors of N is S, then
N

e
2fl f2 f

e
3

f

e

1 3

(I)



has no factor other than 1 and the sum of the factors

of N is given by

or by

S

e
1
+ 1 1 e

i - 1
+ 1

f
1

-1 f
2

e2+
- 1 f

i...

f
2

1 f - 1f
1

- 1

S x
"1 1)

(f2
1) "i 1)

,
e
1
+ 1 e+ 1 e+ 1

1
-

2

2
- 1) (f ii - 1)

THEOREM 2.8: If N is a perfect number, i.e., the sum of the factors

ot N is 2 N, then

e
2

e

f
1

2
(f

1
- 1) f

2
(f

2
- 1)

fii
(f 1)

1 ---, 2

e
1
+ 1 e2

+1

1
-1 (2

-1

The condition is also sufficient.

+ 1

6

THE SEARCH FOR PERFECT NUMBERS. If one wishes to search for perfect

1
numbers or num ers that are ;- perfect, then TABLE II should be filled in and

e

primes should be selected satisfying the conditions of THEOREM 2.8. In par-
,

ticular, if an odd perfect number is desired, then the following two theorems

are applicable.

THEOREM 2.9:
_( e + 1

If N is a perfect number, then (fn 1) divides fnn
).

THEOREM 2.10: If N is an odd perfect number, then exactly one of the

e
n

+ 1
numbers if

one 2-factor).

- 1) / (fn 1)-is even (having only
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Combinations: A Thoughtful Game of Clues and Implications

This game stimulates analytical thinking, deductive thinking

skillful interpretation of language statements. It is related

David Page's "Hidden Numbers"* game and to several other

cation g- ese

Materials

(A) Decks of twenty, small (approx. 2" x 2") opaque cards

one deck for each four students. The cards Would be

numbered on one side so that there are four cards for

each of the numbers 1 through 5.

(B) A second deck (also one deck per four students) of,12

cards (possibly 3" x 5" file cards) on each of which one

of the questions listed below is written.

List of questions to be typed on question cards.

1. Are there any numbers that are missing?

If so, how many are missing?

2. How zany numbers are there which appear less frequently

than the other numbers?

3. How many 5's do you see?

4. Haw many times does the most frequently appearing number

appear?

i3?

7 6
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Rio How any numbers appear more than two times?

6. Haw many numbers do you see exactly once?

7. What is the sum of the numbera that you can see?

8. fie., many triples can you see?

9. any numbers are multiples of two?

10. Do y u see more 4' and 5's r do you see More lls

or 2's?

11. Do you see more odd or more even numbers?

12. Shuffle the cards and pass them on.

Play

Allow students to arrange themselves in groups of four and then

pass out a number deck and a question deck to each group. The

number deck is shuffled and each player draws three cards, face

down, which he then (without seeing his numbers) props up in front

f him for only the other three players to see; When play begins

each person can see the number combinations of all the players

except his own. The player who begins draws the top card from

the question deck, reads the question aloud for all players to

hear clearly and answers the question in accordance with the three

combinations which he can see, before replacing his question

Card to the bottom of the deck. Play, then moves clockwise to

the next player who draws a question card, reads, answers and

e.)
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replaces it as before. Players who hear answers receive clues

to their number combinations. (For instance, suppose the four

players are A, B, C, and D. If player A answers that the sum

of the numbers he can see is 26, he gives a clue to player D

who can see the sum of combinations in the B and C hands. Suppose

the sum of B's cards is 8 and ©f C's cards is 9, then their

GUM together is 17 and D concludes that his GUM is 26 - 17 to 9)

Subsequent answers provide additional clues and eventually a

player believes he knows the numbers in his set. When he believes

that he knows his cards, he says "I declare that my combination is

..." (and states the numbers). If he is correct, he scores 6

points, but if he gives the wrong combination he must throw

in his hand and start anew by drawing three,new number cards. A

player may declare his hand at any time. His declaration does

not affect the play of the others. They continue to deduce their

combinations independently of other declarations until they decide

individually to declare their combination. Play may continue until

time runs out or until someone reaches a predetermined total score.

After students have become familiar with the game and are

ready to move on from small group play, the teacher may then

simulate play using a blaCkboard on which three hands are shown

for players A, B, and C. Each student in the class assumes the
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role of D. The teacher, holding D's set hidden draws question

cards successively for the players. (That is for A, BpsC and D).

In rotation the teacher assumes the role of the several players

and answers the question drawn for each particular player to

simulate the responses of the players in a real game. All the

student's in class have the amine clues and try to deduce D's com-

bination with minimal clues.

Exercises

1) Below i.\ shown a sample erfall exercise sheet that may be

developed for classwork.l.or homework. The sheet represents

a record of play among players A, B, C and D with C's

hand unknown to the reader. Answers of successive players

/j,
are given as they Mould in actual play. The question is

to find the implications of each answer and deduce C's

hidden combination.

Note: Similar exercise sheets may be easily be developed

to provide additional Exercises.

2) Create a similar game using a deck of letter cards instead of

number cards, by writing appropriate questions for the question

deck.

81



Note: Several potentialo oeem to exiat for modifyind.the

game by

a) negapive n bero

b) fractions;

c) u1tip1eo and/or diviooro

or by allowing playera in turn to aok queotiono

of their own chotJoing.

Q
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Two Students Walk: The Interpretation and Application of

Coordinate Graphs

A primary objective of this study is to brea own patterns

in which many students require artifical classroom cues to call

up and utilize their knowledge and skills in coordinate graphing

and, thus, to establish more general responses. This topic,

in effect, asks students, "What are the best ways to describe

motion?" Word, pictorial, graphical and algebraic descriptions

.4/

are considered before coordinate graphs merge as convenient,

information-packed descriptions.

Materials

1) 1/2 inch graph paper -- several sheets per student.

2) (Optionul) A yard (or meter) stick and stop watch to

measure data accurately.

3) (Optional) A cloth tape or knotted string about thirty

feet long with one foot markers.

(I) Two Students Walk: Different Speeds Along A Straight

Path Regular Type

While it is hoped that students will learn a good deal about

coordinate graphing and its applications as a result of the

investigations in this unit, the topic is not introduced as

d

ti
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graphing per se. Frequently outcomes are not predictable when

the instructor listens to students and allows them a role in

developing the topic. Although the instructor may indirectly

encourage a consideration of graphs, itfis probable that graphs

will emerge as the major concept toward the end of this unit.

When the d onotrstiono are introduced avoid oven using th'e terms

"graph" or "graphing".

Regular Type Student Demonstratio

Before class starts the instructor should call two students,

let/Us call them Reggie and Sam, aside and instruct them'to walk

at a steady rate on a straight line toward a finiab line. They

should start shoulder to shoulder at a starting line or potnt,
1 r

which we will call "A" and proceed to the finishing line or

poi t called °'B ". Rave the students count to themselves at a

regular tempo of about one count per second with Reggie takiug9ne

tep per second and Sam taking one step every two seconds. (The

students will benefit from 3 or 4practice runs outside the classroom.)

Then have them demonstrate before the class.

'Let us see how accurately you can obserVeand describe the

activity of Reggie and a demon

stration for you.

8
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save the two st dents demonstrate their "walk" and then --

"How man s did ou observe?"

(me on had a friend in San Francisco and on wanted

to describe Re ie and S m °a den nstration in a letter

to him. Draw a sketch or some sort ofdiagrachthat'would.

°howl as many of your observations as possible."

"After you have done this ive a second description

word statments to list as Haney

Pass.nvong the students raising questions to stimulate thinking

and to demonstrate weaknesses without giving answers. Imt2.

resist the tem tation to tell what ha ended or how to repiesent

it as this is likely to kill the challen e and student interest. If

questions arise from conflicting observations have Reggie and Sam

repeat their demonstration without verbalizing what theyGdid.

Stiidents, thus, muSt(observe and resolve their differences

themselves.

As you find characteristically different sketches, diagrams

and graphs askindividuals to show them on the blackboard. Next,

have a student recorder list on the board, one at a time, the

vebal'observations. Again, if studentig disagree on chat they

observed, have Reggie and Sam repeat their demonstration. If

students continue to disagree or if they wish greater accuracy than

paces and seconds, the distances may be measured with a yard stick

and timed with a stop watch.

0
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EHample

Ezamples of student responses to the above may include;

(A) For word statement observations:

(1) One student walked faster than the other.

(2) The distances walked by both students were the same.

(3) One student took longer than the other to reach

the end point.

(4) They walked in a otiaight line.

(5) They started and ended at the same point.

(B) For illustrations or diagrams:

(2)

(3) (4)
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Do the diagrams shown on the board accurately represent

the observations?" "Do the word statements and the die rams

agree?" "Which is the best diagram?

Compare diagrams using such criteria as the ones below to compare

and evaluate them.

(1) Does it show where each person was a given time?

(2) Does it show where they started?

(3) Does it show where they ended?

(4) Does it show how far they traveled?

(5) Does it show how long tyertook?

(6) Does it tell how fast they traveled?

etc.

4ssumin that the distance from A to B is '0 fee and that

CO w th Sam' Ceti 3 feet ev

2 seconds, one possible raph describing the motion is shown

below:
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To insure understaftding of the displacement-time graph questions

such as the following may be asked: Re_,gie for

(dog two seconds ter the starts What is the velocity of Re gte

or S at the end of ode Qor twos seconds? etc.

Average velocity *
Displacement

)Time for that displacement

Displacement from A is used in prefergive to distance from A

since the direction of displacement will clarify the

description of actual situations. For instance if Reggie

started six feet further from%he finish line, B, than

the original starting line, A, hls original displacement

from "A" would be ©6 feet, and after 2 seconds (at 3 feet

per second) he would have displacement from "4" m 0

and after a total traveling time of 12 secinds his die-

placement fro A (in the B direction) would be +30 feet.

Displacement and Velocity are vector quantities both

magnitude and direct n. Distance and speed are yealar quantities

with only magnitude. If a plane flies a distance of 500 miles

from Washington one does not know whether,the plane is over land or

water, but if the plane has a displacement of 500 miles east from

Washington it is clearly over water.
o.
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(II) Two Students Walk: Traveling At the Same Speed One

Reverses His Direction At the Midpoint

ieCoach udents and have them practice as before. This

..

time, however, have both Reggie and Sam walk at the rate of one

pace (3 ft.) per second. Have Reggie walk directly from A to 13

covering the 30 ft. in 10 seconds while Sam goes frowlgto the midp int,

MD (between A and B) where he reverses his direction without loosing

his pace s© that he returns to. A the sine instant Reggie. arrives

at B. Sam travels from A to M (15 ft.) and M to A (lfft.) for a total

of 30 feet traveled in 10 seconds, also.

Suggest that the students list observations, sketch

graphs, etc. to escribe what they have observed,. Compare and

evaluate the different modes -- word statements, pictorial sketches

and graphs -- of presenting the observations.

Exercises

For clasowork or homework the following questions may be

asked along with similare6tions growing out of class discussions.

Students may demonstrate many of the activities deboribed.

(3
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(1) Sketch a displaceme t-tine graph showing Reggie

walking from start, A, to midpoint, E4 at one pace

per two seconds and from M to finish, B, at one pace

per second.

(2) Sketch graphs showing:

(a) Reggie and Sbm start from A at the saute E

Reggie walks twice as fast as Sam until he

reaches the midpoint when. he, Reggie, slows to

Sam's rate. Both continue traveling until each

is at the finish, B.

(b) Reggie and Sam start together from A to travel

to destination B. Reggie walks twice as fast

as Sam, but when Reggie has traveled 3/5 distance

to B he stops and waits for Sam to catch him.

Then, they continue to finish (B) at Sam's rate.

(3) Sketch a graph showing R starting at A heading for

B at two paces per second while S starts at p heading

for A at one pace per second. If they walk head on

where do they meet?

(4) Sketch two graphs with "interesting" breaking points

and different rates of travel. In class, challenge

neighbors to describe in words what each graph

represents.
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(5) Diocuso whether or not a person can move according to

the deocriptions of the following graphs. Explain your

answer. a

Ci

(6) Write an algebraic formula deocribi Reggie's'motio

when he travels, at -feet per oecond from A to B. What

lo Sam's formula if he moves 3 feet every two seconds?

Write an algebraic formula (or formulas) for Reggie'(7)

(8)

(9)

motion in Exercise (1) above.

Write algebraic formula° to describe the Lotion° described

in Exercioe (2) above.

What method of decription communicates characteristics

of students",tovement ost satisfactorily (a) word 'state

manta, (b) pictorial sketches, (c) graphs or (d) algebraic

fo ulas?

r:.
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AS-

One Student Walks: Two Observers Are Located One At the Starting
D

Line and the Other At the Finish Line

Rave two students, let us call them Linda and !ivy,. act as

observers at points A and B respectively while a student, Reggie,

walks at one pace per second from A to B. Students may actually

demonstrate the activity called for, and the other class members

may, then, draw two graphs, one for Linda's observations and

one for Mary's observations.

Linda and Ma are oing to observe Reggie as he walks from

A to B. On a sheet of paper tabulate observations of "dis-

placement from observer" and "time from start" first as

Linda (at A) and then second as Mary (at B), wouldoecord

these observations. Include 4 or 5 tabulation pairs for

each observer.

Then sketch two :ra'hs one for Linda's observations

and one for Mara.

Note: Ordered pairs associated with graph points and a clear

description of the quantities in these pairs provide a

key to understanding the graphs. Thus, displacement is
4

not a sufficient description to use in the observations

above, we need to know,,(for example, whether we have

"displacement frog Linda" or "displacement from Mary" before

we can draw or interpret graphs.fi

If-B is taken to be in the positive.direcion from A

the girls' graphs might appear as below:
I
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If, however, Linda 40 Mary face each other and B is +30 feet-

from Linda (at A) and'A is +30 feet from Mary (et R) then their graphs-

woula be:
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The instructor maiintroduce as many variations is seems

desirable in the light of hems responses. Frequently the complex-

ities-that are introduced by moving the location of the observer

are avoided by using special cases or by,imposing a rather strict

set of unexpressed conventions.. When instructors avoid complexities

t)
in these ways in or1er to "cover topics" in a curse, students,

accept graphs in the special way that they a e "given" to them
J

and can give back mechanical arwers but they lack the depth
o

of understanding that would make the graphs functional for them.'

'It'is helpful in developing/student understanding to establish

the following or sim,itar seqUence of steps ip reating graphs

to phenomena and vice versa.

(a) A graph point + An ordered pair of numbers: (2, 6)
,

6(b) An ordered pair + Things measured: (time from start,

displacement from Linda)

(c) Things measured + Event ob9erved: (Reggie is 6 feet,
, -

from Linda after 2 seconds from

start)
r

N. One Student Walks: 'Observer 20 Feet-From The Student's, Path

The instructor may have students perform demonstrations and/or

experimentations with the following situation as seems best. This

particular investidition may challenge the more advanced and quicker

students in class who may study the-questions raised while other

students finish up earlier work.

6
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ttRA

Sit u,e.

a

i Ser. 2. Su . . ...1%tr... 5 5Lc.

Ruth, Silvia and Larry are located at vertek p into of a 15,

20, 25 right triangle. 'Rush walks at a constant rate of 3 ft. per

dti

r

'second along the 15 foot side directly toward Sipia.whopis located

at the vertex of the right angle. Thus, ai Ruth walks,- she is at

12, 9, 6 feet from Silvia at the end of 1, 24 3 ... se8onds%

At the end of 5 seconds Ruth is alongside Silvia and the separation

distance is zero. Larry holds the notted'ropetaut between him-

self and Ruth. He records the distances *Huth is from him at intervals

of 1, 2, 3 ... 5 seconds (after Ruth startd to walk).

Can you graph the distance, d, aganist the time, t?

What is the average velocity? Can you measure Ad for
Ad

a given At and find the ratio At for several cases? Can
Ad

you sketch the graph of At a &ainst time?

100
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1. (a) Could you change the situation to the following,so

that the uniform motion (i.e. the change in distance

each second is the same as in each other second of
.)

time.) is now with respect to Larry?

Can you fraph (15 - Kn) against time? What is the graph?

Ad
Can you sketch r` against time? What is the graph?

2. What ''re the questions and what would you find with this

situation? L-

3. Can you graph or draw the path of the moon as it proceeds

with the earth around the sun?

$

ti

110 h./

S44

.0"
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Arrays, Polynomials and Finite Differences

The method of finding polynomials using finite differences in

table of datti is quite powerfulvand often convenient to use. The

method may be introduced to students by "maneuvering" on spetl l

number lattices or arrays and investigating regularities in the

array°. The illustrative development below shows one possible way

of develdping the topic in a classroom.

.11m the blackboard show the following array:

0

10 3 16 73 198. 415 748 1221 V

-7 13 57 125 217 333 473

20 44 68 92 116 140

24 24 24 24 24

Can you'f re out how this table was constructed? Can

you extend the arrax,keeping the same pattern? find and

write the necessary numbers to extend it to the right.

This is the easiest direction to extend the array and leads to

L--if significant interpretations.

100

4
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Now, can you extend the array in the ether direction sucii as

to the left or down? Try it and put in some values.(!Can

you extend the array uEwarag? Can you find the one hundredth

number to the right of 10 in the first line?

Extending to the right requires the assumptiorklthat the next

int)er in the bottom row will- be 24. They moving up and to the

right we cat fill in 164, 637,and 1858. Successive diagpnafs to

the right could be added similarly., Moving to the left can be

done but becomes complicated because many of the operations for

moving to the right are inverted. Moving down contributes

oc.lttle of value,, but should be asked for completeneas and under-

standing. 'Moving up is not possible without having one value

moe
either given on assumed on the higher level.(This relates to the

necessity of finding a constant'aftei integratiOn in,calculus.)

These arrays are related to equations. For instance, if

1

were riven the e uation x2 + 5x. + 2 we would have

the following array:

2 10 . 24 44 70

8 , 14 20 26

6 6 6

and if we had the equation y x2+ 2It - 5, wq. would have

the following:

O '

10.1

.43



-5 -2 3 10 19 30 43

3 5 7 9 11 13

2 2 2 2 2

and if we had y 2x2 + 7x + 13, we would have:

13 22 35 52 73 98

13 17 21 '25

4 4 4 4

Can you predict the equation which has the following array?

' 1 9 27 55. 93 141

8 18 28 38 48

10. 10 10

The function for the above table is y * 5x
2
+ 3x + 1. It

. was generated by tablialating values of y for x * 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, ...

and taking differences between terms in one line to obtain terms

in the next lower line. Thus, we have the table for y * 5x2 + 3x + 1:

X 0 1 2 3 4 5

Y 1 9 27 55 93 144

and thL47-first row of the array

4 is the sequen4 of y values. Other

arrays may be developed for class

use or homework as may Seem best.

Write down to ex in to a friend in Tanzania the rules used

to find the formula above.

Circulate among the students and raise questions to point out

Now, can you dind an equation which would be similarly related

to the array qbe

A B C D E
P Q R $

W W W
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All the formulas or equations we have discussed so far had

an x squared term. Let us consider some different situations.

..What would be the formula for y in terms of x related to

1.1.2g19110E194_2II2Y?

1 4 7

3 3 3

10 13

And for this array?

22 t 57 1161 0 5

-1 5 17 35 59

6 12 18 24

6 6 6

The first array is related toys 3x + 1 and the second to y x3 - 2x + 1.

The general analysis for formulating the value of a second degree

function in one variable is suggested below. Additional data relative

to first, 'third and fourth degree functions is also provided.

Given y ax
2 + bx + c; this implies the,fitglowing table:

1st dif. in val.
of "Y"

2nd differences
(dif. of dif.)

0 c

1
.

a + b + c

a + b
,,

Aa + 2b + c

3a + b

2a

3 9a + 3b + c

5a + b

.
2a

4 lra..+ 415.1. c

7a + b



The array derived from this would be:

(c) (a+b+c) (4a+2b+c) (9a+3b+c) (16a +4b+c)

(a+b) (3a+b) (5a+b) N(7a+b)

(2a) (2a) (2a)

Let us stop our analysis now, and consider the inductive situation

which we often faCe in practice. We will attempt to reconstruct

the original equation. We note that,

1) We needed 2nd differences before obtaining unchanging

diffeirence terms. This implies a quadratic.

2) The coefficient 6f the squared term is 1/2 the value of the

2nd difference (which, as indicated, is constant).

3) The constant in the quadratic expression is the first

term of the first line in the array.

4) The coefficient-of the linear term in the expression is

obtained by subtracting the quadratic coefficient

(represented originally by "a") from the first term in

the second line (which our analysis showed to equal "a+b").

Example: Given the array discussed above, namely

A B

P Q R S

Mc: ohnervations above indicate that the related equation is

2
y x + (P W) x + A.

10
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Similar analyses can be sada based upon the following analyses.

1. y ax + b

x

0 b

1 a + b

2a + b

3 3a + b

2. y ax2 + bx +ic

one difference

first degree

0
a + b

1 a + b + c

2 4a + 2b + 3a + b

3 9a + 3b + -5a + b

4 16a + 4b + c 7a + b

3. y ax3 + bx2 + cx + d

0

0

1 a+b+c+d

2 8a + 4b + 2c + d

. 3 27a + 9b + 3c + d

a+b+c

7a + 3b + c

19a + 5b + c

4- 64 + 16b + 4c + d
61a + 9b + c

5 125a + 25b + 5c + d

37a + 7b + c

10E "

two differences

Asecond degrse

6a + 2b

12a + 2b

18a + 2b

24a + 2b

three differences

third degree

6a

6a
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Exercises:

1. Find a formula

a) x Ly b)

98

that relates y to x in the followingg tablesL

c)

l 0 0 0'

/ 14 1 12 1

2 17 2 18

3 110

4 113

3 (18 3

4 X32 4

1

0

2

6

12

20

5 30
2. Find a formula ,that relates, y to x in the following tables:

a) b) x y c) x

0 b 0 0 0

1 1+ b 1 2+ b 1 a

2 2 +b 2 8 + 2b 2 2a

3 3+ b 3 18 + 3b 3 3a.

4 + b 4 s2 + 4b 4 4a

5 50 + 5b S 5a

3. Graph the following points, (0, -45), (1,0), (2,21), (3,24), (4,15).

a: ;Mat kind of cur le d3 these points fctr?

h Find a tzrula for the c,zrse,

4 One nu7lter to ea:h ni tnese ;ton sequences Is misprinted, Datemine

whIch one and explad

4 1..2. 8, 15, 27. 4Z, 64, 93

b; 3, 11: 31, 69, 113, 21?, 351, 521, 139, 1011

110
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-

5. A table .of values showing the number of terds in a sum and

the value of the sum can be developed to find a formula for the

value of a sum,given the number of terms in the sum. Then

a formula generalizing the pattern of the table can be

developed using the method of finite differences. Find the

sum of the first 93 odd counting numbers using this method,

6. Developing a table as suggefted in (5), find a formula for

the sum of Ole n odd counting numbers that follow the p-th

odd counting number.

z

O
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A Chain Loop

100

Puzzle: An Analysis of the Number of Triangles

of Given Perimeters That Can Be Formed

With Integral Sides (Integral Inequalities,

Modular Arithmetic and Polynomial Formulations)

O

Preparation of a Demonstration Model

Materials: A manilla file folder and some winged brass

paper fasteners.

Cut from the folder about 20 strips of cardboard 4 inches long

and oneone inch wide. Punch a hole near each end of each strip, one -
°

half of an inch from the end, and centered with respect'to the long

edges. Using the winged fasteners, join ten or more strips end

to end to form a chain. Join the ends of the chain to make a

chain loop.

Statement of the Puzzle

A chain is made'of.links of equal length. The ends of the

chain are joined to form a loop as in a bicycle chain. The loop

can be deformed into a triangle by using as vertices three

properly chosen points where links are joined and pulling taut

between each pair of these vertices the part of the chain that

joins them. How many different triangles can be formed in this

way from a chain loop of given length? (This problem appeared

as elementary problem E 1825, page 1020,. American Mathematical

Monthly, November, 1965.)

119
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Prom:kir,

Reed the puzzle to Pie c;ess, and demsontraie thelormetion of e

triangle from the chain loop. Thorn raise the question, "Under whit

collations should ire consider two trimly!** formed in this way to be

the/ Same?" The discuistbn of this question will Cake clew the

clarifying the formulation of the problem 'by defining what Is

"different triangles.* Ask the students to formulate the defin

/Two trIsiOes will be considered different If they are not congruent.

NOW propose the following quest one "How can we state the essence

of this problem without referring to links and cheins at ell?*

Develop through discussion this reformulation of the puzzle as a

puzzle about numberst

For±21..meiv 1 et:von n find the number of nenconiruertli

If

tria les with intcgrel sides endih.....j.lett:

Then ask, "What Is the lowest possible value of is we may use?

After eliciting trio fact that n a 3, ask the students to determine the

answer to the puzzle for the specific Cases where

n 3, 4, 3, 6, 7, 0, 9, 10, II, 12, 13 and 14.

Ask for the results obtained by the students, end list this on the

board. Invite the students to challenge any answers that they think

are wrong. The students will Identify i triangle with perimeter n by

giving the lengths of its three sides. Record this Information as an

ordered triple. You may be given some ordered triples ilk*

If they are not challenged by a student, ask that the triangle be mode

113
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from a chain loop of appropriate lehgliThrough such trials and dis-

cussion, lead .the class to recognize that the numbers must satisfy the*

condition that the sum of two sides of a triangle Is greater than the

third side.

If you are given as separate solutions (4,2,1) and (4,1,2), these

will
/

have to be chall7ged. Ask for a convenient way of representing

the trianglits by ordered triples that will maice fit easy to avoid dupli-

/

cation. The discussion of this question should end with an agreement

that the three members of an ordered triple that represent a triancyle

will be listed In descending order. Then ask, if (a,b,c) is an ordered
r

triple that represents'a triangle whose perimeter is n, where a, b and c

ere positive integers, what assertions may we make about the numbers

?, b, and c? That is, what conditions must the numbers satisfy?

Allow "the students time to formulate the answers In their Own way

firste if necessary, hoWever, step in with these more specific ques-

tions: What is the condition imposed by the fact that the perimeter of

the triangle is n? How do we express the condition that we write the

members of the ordered triple in descending order? What Is the condition

Imposed by the fact that the sum of two sides of a triangle is greater

than the third side? The final outcome of this discussion will be the

listing of the three basic conditions that must be satisfied by an

ordered triple (a,b,c) that represents a triangle whose perimeter is n:

I. a + b + c = n. (Perimeter condition)

1 14
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2. aabac. (Descending order agreement made to eliminate dupll-

cation.)

3. a 4 b + c. (The sum of two'sldes of a triangle Is greater than

the third side.)

For any Integer n 1 3, denotey f(n)'the number of non-congruent

triangles with integral sides and perimeter n. Use Specific examples

to be sure that the notation is understood. For example,

f(3) n I, f(4) = 0, f(5) I, etc. You will now have recorded on the

blackboard the triangles and the values of f(n) for values of,n from 3

to 14, as follows:

n = 3.

n = 4.

(1,1,1).

none

f(n) = 1,

ff4) = 0.

n== 5. (2,2,1). f(5) = 1.

n = 6. (2,2,2). f(6) = I.

n = 7. (3,3,1) (3,2,2). f(7) = 2.

n = 8. (3,3,2). f(8) = I.

n = 9. (4,4,1) (4,3,2). f(9) = 2.

n = 10. (4,4,2) (4,3,3). f(I0) = 2.

n = 11. (5,5,1) (5,4,2) (5,3,3) (4,4,3). f(II) = 4.

n = 12. (5,5,2) (5,4,3) (4,4,4). f(12) s. 3.

n = 13. (6,6,1) (6,5,2) (6,4,3) (5,5,3) (5,4,4). f(13) = 5.

n = 14. (6,6,2) (6,5,3) (6,4,4) (5,5,4). f(14) = 4.

Our problem Is to find a way of computing f(n) for anw given value

of n. We shall consider the problem solved If we discover a simple,

115
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systematic and foolproof procedure for listing easily all the ordered

triples that represent triangles with integral-sides and perimeter it.

Then f(n) can be found by simply counting the triples. Once such a

procedure Is known, a second, more.advanced type of solution can be

found in the form of a formula for f(n).

If an ordered triple of positive Integers satisfies tharthree

conditions listed above, euggeot that it be called an

acceptable ordered triple. Ask the class to think of a natural way in

which the job of listing all the acceptable ordered triples may be broken

down into a sequence of separate steps. If the information Is not

supplied by the class, suggest these steps: First, list all possible

values of a. Then, for each possible value of a, list ell the possible

values of b.

To determine possible values of a, for a given value of n, ask

the class to see what conditions 2 and 3 tell about possible values of a.

If- necessary, suggestthat a be added to both members of the inequality

in condition 3. Then we have

a 4 b + c,

a+aza+b+c,

2e 4 n,

a4n.

Condition 2 makes two assertions about a:

a b,

arc.

116
0
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Adding these inequalities, we get a a b + c.

Adding a to both members, we get a + a + a Z 6 +b°4-

3a a n,

a 1 n or n 4. a.

. 3
Thus, we know that nttatn.

This informatloQ enables us to list all possible values of a for a given

value of n.

For example, if n 0 15, 15 1 a<I5 .

Then the possible values of a are 5, 6, and 7.

If n = 16, 16 a< 16 .

Then the possible values of a are 6 and 7.

I f . n = 1 7 , (3 17 .

3 2

Then the possible values of a are 6, 7, and 8.

Now we proceed to the second step of finding a way of listing all

the possible values of b for a given value of a, with n fixed. The

clue is found in condition 2. Ask the class to uncover it. The clue

is that b cannot be greater than a, and c cannot be greater than b.

Moreover, once we have chosen a and b, we can calculate c by subtracting

a +'b from n, in view of condition I..

For example, consider the case,where n = 15; and a is taken to be 7.

Then the highest possible value of b Is 7. The corresponding valbkof

c Is I. Now take lower and lower values of b. Each time b Is decreased

117
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by I, c is ihcreased by 1. As soon as c becomes greater than bi we have

an unacceptable triple, and the process stops. Thus; the acceptable \--'7

'triples for n m 15 and a 7 are : (7,7,1) (7,6,2) (7,5,3) (7,4,40.

The complete list of acceptable triples for n m 15 Is aSi follows:
1

(5,5,5) (6,6,3) (7,7,1)

(6,5,4)- (7,6,2)

(7,5,3)

(7,4,4),

Consequently f(15).= 7.

Have the class evaluate f(n) for n = 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, using

the procedure Just discovered above.'

If the class wishes to go on to derive a formula for f(n), tell

them that twelve separate cases have to be considered, and each leads

to a separate formula. The class may seek the formula for each case,

one at a tfte, as follows:

Classify all possible values of n by the remainder you get when

you divide by 12. If the remainder is-r, then n = 12 m + r. If this

notation is not familiar to the students, develop it by asking the

students how to check;a long division example. This outtion_should

elicit the rule,

dividend = (divisor x quotient) + remainder.

Then, If m is the quotient and r is the remainder when you divide

n by 12, n = 12 m + r. Thus there are twelve sepirate classes of numbers

corresponding to the twelve possible values of r. The numbers In these

118
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classes have the following forms respectively: 12m, 12m + I, 12m + 2,

12m + 3, 12m + 4, 12m +.5, 12m + 6, 12m + 7, 12m + 8, 12m + 9, 12m +

12m + II.

Ask the class to Identify the first seven values of frfor which

n = 12me Determine the corresponding values of f(n), Prepare a

table of values with two columns, one for m, and the other for f(n).
0

Ask the class to discover from the table a formula that expresses f(n)

In terms of m. Next ask the class to identify the first seven values

of n for which n = 12m + I. Determine the corresponding values of f(n).

Again, prepare a table of values with two columns, one for m, and the

other for f(n). Ask the class.to discover from the table a formula

that expresses f(n) In terms of m. Repeat this procedure with each of

the other classes of possible values of n.

The twelve formulas are given below. . After all the

formulas have been found, ask the class to estimate mentally the value

of f(n) for large values of m. Is there a single formula that gives

an approximate value of f(n) for large values of m? (The single

formula is f(n) 3m2.)

A

0

11 5
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The twelve formulas for f(n) are given In the following ,table:

n f(n)

12m 3m2

2m 3m2 + 2m1 + 1

12m + 2 3m2 4.

12m + 3 3m2 + 3m + 1

t

12m + 4 3m2 + 2m

12m + 5 3m2 + 4m + 1

12m + 6 3m2 + 3m + 1

12m + 7 3m2 + 5m + 2

12m + 8 3m2 + 4m + I

:mg : I5)m2+ 2

12m + 9

12m + 10

12m+ II 3m2 .1. 7m + 4

3.

z

1

I.

c.

,,

1

12o
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Over the Edge: A Physical Problem That Introduces Converging

and Diverging Series

0
This topic presents a moot interesting physical problem that

is an applicaXion of the notion of sequences and series that

could lead to converging and diverging series. The presentation

below illustrates a possible development of the topic with a

class and may be helpful although it should be modified and

changed to suit the instructor's and student's preferences.

Materials: 8 to 10 uniform slats per student performing the

experimentation. These uniform pieces may be rulers,

meter sticks, 1 1/4 inch wooden lattice cut to

uniform lengths of 18 to 24", etc.

Can you arrange a pile of slats at the edge of a table so

that successively higher slats extend beyond the edge of the

table until at least one is com letel be and the edge of

O
the table?

Note: Students will set up many arrangements of slats that will

collapse on them. Encourage them to experiment with

different arrangements until sane students are successful.

Their success will spur others to greater effort.
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Circulate among the students. When a student is successful

ask him how he did it. When Several students are successful they

may be encouraged to make a record of their solution using
0

pencil and paper.

decow ou would lain our solution to a

friend ica a who mi ht want to know how to do this.

Encourage students to eke correct interpretations of their

set up by asking questions that would show up inaccurracies or

weaknesses in their diagrams or expla ions.

Using as many slats as you wish; how far out from the

edge can a slat be puppiirted?

Also - - -

Apparently it makes a difference how many slats you have..

What is the maximum distance to the end of a slat beyond

the edge as the number of slats increases?

Notice that: (a) Students will readily findl that with one slat

the maximum distance end of slat to table, D,

is 1/2 the length of a slat, L. With two slats

D may be 3/4 L and that with six slats D may

be greater than L.

12241
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(b) An example of a student's solution, in point

shown below, had the sequence of gaps 1/2, 1/4,

1/5, 1/8, 1/10, 1/13.

Some sequence like this should be presented to the class for

discussion. Ask if they can pick out any fractions that seem

out of place and, if so, what they can substitute in their place.

Students might suggest that 1/5 and 1/13 should be replaced by

1/6 and 1/12 respectively. They might further suggest that the

next term in the sequence should be 1/14. This means that an

additional slat could be added with 1/14 L gap. When another slat

is added with a gap 1/14 L the arrangement extends further and

will not fall. At thisrpoint, students in the class may divide

in opinion as to whether this could go on forever or that sooner

or later the slats will fall.

When Students have all had an opportunity to experiment

.hanging over Slats and have formed an opinion regarding the extent

to which slats can be extended suggest that they hang over slats

with gaps making the sequences 1/2, 1/4, 1/8, 1/16, 1/32+
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Students will determine by experimenting that no matter how

many slats they use they will not be able to supp/ a slat

beyond the edge of the table. /

We may investigate the difference in these two sequence's

by looking at the patterns Of successive sums of terms

(partial sums). Let us call, these sums sr s2, 83, etc.

for sums of the,firstl, 2, 3, terms. What

difference in patterns do you find for the successive

sums using these two sequences? Does this help explain

why one, sequence allows "hanging over" and the other

does not?
a 1 4 + 2

Note:* The definition for addincrationalimbers b W. 8
e 4

and
7 1 70+8

and If + id 7 80

Exercises

1. Write an explanatioh for a friend in California who is

familiar with'ihe "hanging over" problem using uniform,

slats that will convince your friend that the Series of

'gaps 1/2, 1/4, 1/6;!.1/8, 1/10, ..., etc. allows a slat

to hang over, whereas the series of gaps 1/2, 1/4, 1/8,

1/16, ... does not.

2. Explain the possibilities of "hanging over" slats whose.

lengths are successively 1/2, 1/4, 1/6, 1/8, ..., or 1/2,

J- .1/4, 1/8, 1/16, ... or some other sequence of lengths. .
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Research Notes.on Over the Edge

1. ,Tim Barclay posed the following problem:

Arrangd 8 rulers on a desk, and 'on top of the other, so

that the uppermost ruler was hanging completely off the edge of the desk.

Few of us arranged them in the same way that he did. When asked

to'tell why he did things the way he did, he came up with mathematical

argument.

Suppose that we had one ruler to work with, how far out could it stick:
4

Clearly, half way. (Let up assume from now on bat we shall be using

rulers of ;the same length and weight which is evenly distributed along

the lengths; for the sake of discussion we shall assume they are all

1 unit long.)

Suppose you had two rulers; now how far out could you project

the furthest one, stacking them on the desk?

You may be able to see other ways of maximizing the extended distance,

but this diagram'shows the best you-can do wIth two unit length'

rulers. Looking at the bottoms of these. rulers,' we see two "g
1 one

under the first ruler, until the second begins; the other gap un erneith

the second ruler ends with the desk top.

1 2
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Now you have three rulers, again all one unit long, and you have to stack

theiu to extend one ruler as far out as possible. What do you do? (Try it

and see, before reading on!) At this point, many people guess on the basis

of the two previous "gap" distances, 1/2, and 1/4, that the new gap will be 1/8.

And they arrange the three rulers:

If you try this, you realize that it is possible to slide bottom. ruler

further out than 1/8, in fact out to 1/6 for the third gap. In inches, if the

rulers are all one foot, that would be the difference between 1 142,jinches and

2 inches easily seen. (Of bourse, all these distances are somewhat off, because

these gaps are never quite realized due to the necessity of making sure that

the rulers don't fall over.)

Now the sequence of gaps is 1/2, 1/4, 1/6. Any guesses for the rest of

this sequence? Try than out and see, before reading further.

2. There A sane principles of physics that help one predict how these

rulers can best be arranged to maximize the extension of the top ruler. What

we seek, mathematically, is to slide out the set of rulers in such a way that

if any one ruler were to be extended any further it would tip over the edge

of the ruler right beneath it and fall to the ground. That means that the

weight of ail the rulers above a given ruler is just balanced at the edge of

that given ruler. In the case of the top ruler, if it is extended 1/2 unit out

Above the next.ruler, the balance point will be the center of mass of the first

and second ruler, since the first rests on it. Looking at diagram 2, if
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the top ruler is out 1/2 over the second ruler, then the weight is symmetrically

distributed Dyer a point 3/4 from either end, or 1/4 from the end of the first

gap: The-=third ruler will have to end at that point, producing a gap of 1/4

between it and the end of the second ruler, to maximize the extension of the

top ruler from the desk. an diagram `2, that ruler is the top of the desk.)

What about the third ruler? Can you calculate the center of mass of the

three rulers (with gaps 1/2, 1/4) to see where the fourth ruler ought to end?

Try it and see. (If the rulers have their weight uniformly distributed along the

length, then you can assume that Ill the weight is concentrated at the center

of the ruler , or 1/2 unit from either end.)

The solid triangle under the bottom ruler represents a fulcrum, upon which the

block of rulers are exactly balanced. Sow far in from the end of ruler three

should that fulcrum be? We call if x, and proceed to balance the moments of

the various rulers about that fulcrum, each moment being the product of

the weight of the ruler (say they are all one ounce) and the horizontal

distance from the vertical line through the fulcrum. Sane mrments counteract

others, so that we shall have to call those tending the object to rotate

clockwise to be +=cents, and those tending the other rotation to be - moments.

We get for the sum of all the moments (which should be zero if the object is

balanced):

-1(1 + x) + 1(1 - x) 1(1 x) = 0
TA 7

Solving this equation, we get: x = 1 .

6 .12*7
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3. At this point, someone will suggest that the sequence is: 1/2, 1/4, 1/6,

1/8, 1/10, 1/12, 1)14, .... and that the nth term will be 1/2n ... Can we

prove this? It might still be useful tb check out the 1/8 for those who

consider this too hazardous a guess.

Let us assume that we have stacked "n" rulers to maximize at each stage

the extension and that we have gotten the gaps as predicted above. Let us

see how we might best add one more ruler, the (1+ 1)st ruler, at the bottom

of the stack, and what the gap for that last ruler ought to be to maximize

the new extension.

7.2 1

14-

rulers

-Igor no. S

-Afr

According to the predictions, the gap between the nth ruler and the next ruler

should be 1/* This means that the top n rulers should balance at a point

'1/2n to the r4ht of the nth ruler's end. If a fulcrum were'placed there,

it should balaire. Do you think it will? Let us place the fulcrum a distance

x inside the nth rul (see diagram 5)and calculate the distance x by balancing

the positive and nega ve moments. Oamsnber, the previous (n-1) rulers must

have just balanced at end of the nth ruler, or a point P ih diagram 5

that is whythat rules plmoed there.)

/1

- (n-1)x + 1(1 - x) = 0 or x cc 1
Tri

126
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This is exactly what we predicted would be the gap under the nth ruler.

Those who recognize mathematical induction will see that what we have

done in effect is to prove that our predictions for the sequence of gaps is

correct. Those who are not familiar with induction proofs can see that what

we have shown is Q: "If our prediction -- our theory is correct for the

case of the (n-1)st gap, then it gives correct predictions for the nth gap."

But n could be any number (bigger than 1). If n=4, what this theorem means is

that "if our predictions are correct for the ardIpp, then our predictions

are correct for the'4th gap." But we based our predictions on what we knew

about the first three gaps; so we know our 3rd gap prediction is correct.

The statement in quotes then tells us that our prediction (1 r4 1) is correct
2.4

for the 4th gap. But going further and letting n=5, we can conclude; "If

our prediction is correct for the 4th gap, then our prediction is correct

for the 5th gap." Again we have just seen that our prediction, 1/8, was

correct for the 4th gap, so this quoted statement says that our prediction

(1 = 1 ) is correct for the 5th gap. This could go on and on. And it does.
2.5 10

It is clear that proving statementQ which involves the indefinite letter n,

means proving an infinite chain of statements that link together to prove

that every one of the gaps that we predicted at the beginning of section

A 3 was correct. Proving statement Q is kind of like proving that "you can take

a step up a ladder." You can deduce from this that you could rise. to any

step on the latter by repeated use of the statement in quotes. If you

understand this argument, then you understand the essence of mathematical

induction!

4. How far out could you go, if you had as many rulers as you wanted?

Any guesses, before you read further?

If you have n rulers, the gaps between the ruler are: 1/2, 1/4, 1/6,

whi1/8, 1/10, .., 1/2(n+1).But then you could slide the le bunch of n rulers
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out past the desk, using the desk corner as the last fulcrum, to get another gap

of 1/2n. So the question really boils down to;, what is the sum of 1/2 + 1/4 + 1/6

1/8 + 1/10 + + 1/2n? If you factor out 1/2 from each term, the sum then equals

1/2 of the sum of the series 1 + 1/2 + 1/3 + 1/4 + 1/5 + 1/6 + + 1 /n. What

is that?

Those who have worked with series before may recognize this as a harmonic

series. The first term is twice 1/2; the second term equals 1/21 the third and 1"

fourth terms are respectively greater than and equal to 1/4, and so their sum
%

is greater than 1/2; the fifth through eighth terms are each either greater than or

equal to 1/8 so they add up to greater than 1/2; the ninth through sixteenth terms

for the same reasons add up to greater than 1/2, and so, always groups of terms

adding up to more than 1/2. This sum can thus be made greater than any number

you choose; this is a property of a certain category of divergent series. What

dose this say about what kind of extension of the top ruler is possible, using

as many rulers as you want? Does it help to calculate how many rulers you should

order so that you can extend the forward edge of the top ruler 2 units out from

the desk top?

5. We still have before us the general question: how should we arrange

a given number of rulers to produce the maximum extension? About all we

have shown is this: if you build a stack 6f -rulers, extending over the desk edge,

1 3 u
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by the special pr es f stacking up all the rulers you have and first extending
/

over, ajarascsi, the top ruler, then extending the top three rulers

until the balance point is reached, etc., ..... you will get gaps between the

rulers equal to 1/2, 1/4, 1/6, 1/8, ... 1/2n. What it doesn't tell us,iMbIVUt

is whether we could get a further total extension of many rulers, if we didn't

proceed in exactly that way. Who knows, it might still be trup.that if we

were more conservative at the beginning, for example, not extending the top,_

ruler so far, or not extending the top two rulers a full 1/4, etc., we might

be able with the remaining rulers to produce an even, bigger gap. Who can say?

For me, this is an unsolved problem. I have looked at what happens in some

simple cases, in which I do not push the top ruler out as far as 1/2, but instead

out a distance of (1 e), where "e" stands for some Small positive quantity,

as yet undefined. Then with two rulers, one can see how big the next gap is.

Diagram 7

Balancing the moments as before, -1(x-e) + 1(1 -x) = 0
2

or, x = 1 + e
4 2

Now, it j true that this second gap has increased by e/2 over the usual case,

but the total extension now is (1 -e) + (1 + e) = 3 -e , or e less than before.

2 4.
Thus, it seems that no matter what the reduction from 1/2 is for the first gap,

the second gap never gains enough to make up for that reduction. It might be

useful to set up a big stack of rulers arranged according to the usual pattern;

then move in any one of the rulers by some distance and see if the others can

be extended so that:

131
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1) at none of the edges pto the rulers resting above that edge tend to
P

II

fall over the edge, and

2) the total extension-is greater than what the theory predicts for

that many rulers

6. Would it help to beat the "theory" if we allowed stacks with some

rulers projecting above the ones below, as usual, and some rulers pulled

back from those below?

Diagram 8

a

Would it help to pull back the upper rulers to the extent that they

tip backwards, like so?

Diagram 9

7. Another question suggested by this le:

Given boards of lengths 1, 2, 3, and 4 units, what would be the best way to

arrange than so that you get the maximum extension over the desk's edge? It

is worthwhile to make boards of these lengths and to try to arrange than

yourself to maximize the extension, it is not at all obvious what the best

132
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way is.
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There are two methods which are suggested immediately, which

produce unexpected results. One way is to stack the boards so that the

largest one is on the bottom, and the smallest on the top, the other way

is to stack the& in the raver -crder, that, is, the gest on the top, and
__,/'

the smallest on the bottom. (It looks ird when you do it). Which do you

think will give the grey extension?

It is possible, by the usual method, to calculate the gaps

for the four boards, for each of these arrangements, maximizing the extensions'.

xl ix the diagram 10 is clearly 1/2 unit. To calculate xal we concentrate the

weight of the length-one board at its center, 1/2 from either end, and the

1,,i&ght of the length -two board at its center, 1 unit from either end. The

moment about, the leading edge of the third board is: -1(x22 + 2(1 - x2) = 0,

or x.2= 2/3. To get X3, a similar calculation for the moments about the

leading edge of the fourth board: -1(x1+ 2/3) - 2 (x3 + 2/3- 1) + 3(3/2 - x3),

= 0, or x3= 3/4, and x4=4/5. Are there guesses for what happens if we continue

with boards of increasing dimensions? Will this sequence get bigger and

bigger? Will it get bigger without bound? Or is there some number, past

which it doesn't get? What is that number?

Sticking to the 4 board problem, what if the biggest boards were

on top? Is it conceivable that the total extension is greater than 1/2 + 2/3 +

3/4 + 4/5 = 163/60?

Diagram 11
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Of course the x = 2, since the top board is 4 units long. TO get the x2 we

sum the moments about the leading edge of the third board:

-4(x2) + 3(3/2 - x2) tm 0 or x2 = 9/14

To get x3:

-4(9/14 + x3) + 3(3/2 - 9/14 - x3) + 2(1 - x31 = 0, or x
3

= 2/9;

and to get x4:

-4(9/14 + 2/9 + x4) + 3(3/2 - 2/9 - + 2(1 - 2/9 - x41 +

1(1/2 - x4) =0, or x4= 1/20.

The total extension is: 2 + 9/14 + 2/9 + 1/20 = 3673/1260 = 2.91 (approx) whereas

163/60 = 2.72 (approx). Teihs, as absurd as it looks, the second arrangement

extends further. Do you think this will be true for only three of those

boards: lengths 1, 2, and3? What about five boards, lengths 1, 2, 3, 4

and 5? What abaueboards of lengths 10, 11, 12, 13?

This raises the general question of boards, of uniform density

(weight per unit length), where they vary in total length.

What about boards of the same length but of different weights?

Sonya heavier, same lighter? What about boards where all these characteristics

are varying? What is the best scheme for extending them over the desk edge?

Maybe sane experimentation will suggest a general solution to this problem.
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Switches and Batteries

The purpose of this unit is to involve the student in the discovery

of a mathematical system suitable for describing a particular physical

situation. The student also encounters a part of our technological

environment. That the technology is in the form of a,switch is not

important. What is important is the idea that mechanical and electrical

things are not too complicated to understand. We want to get the student

to think, "I am smarter than that gadget and I can figure out how it

works."

Materials required for a class of 20:

1. 50 Fahnestock clips #33-7102 $ .45

2. 25 D cell batteries #6256 -- $3.00

3. 1 roll vinyl plastic electrical tape #99- H'8015 m $ .54

4. 1 - 6 1/4 inch long nose pliers #13-11-5578 -- $1.19

Lafayette Industrial Electronics

1400 Worcester Street (Route 9)

Natick, Mass. 01760

r.
5. 1 copy Lattices to Logic by Roy Dubisch

Blaisdell Publishing Co.

135 West 50th Street

New York, N. Y. 10020

13 :-
al
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6. 1 copy each Batteries and Bulbs, Books 1, 2, 3, 4 ® $6.27

Science Service Desk,

McGraw Hill Book Co.

o
Webster Division

Manchegtgr Road

Manchester, Missouri

7. 75 single pole single throw switches (slide switches): H.H. Smith

type 0515 $9.50/100

8. 25 bulbs, G. E. #46 -- $3.26

9. 25 miniature screw base sockets: H.H. Smith type #1934 $11.00/100

Terminal Hudson Electronics

236 West 17th Street

New York, N. Y. 10011

-10. 1 roll 100 feet bare copper wire #20, 22, or 24

(Alpha Wire Co. #297 in suitable and may be obtained from;

DeMambro Electronics

1095 Commonwealth Avenue

Brighton, Mass.)

1 3
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At the beginning of a class pass out a battery, bulb and socket, and

some 5 or 6 inch pieces of bare Mire but not any switches.'If you wish,

you can ask, "Can you light the bulb?" However, no one will be listening

to you as they will all be trying to light their bulbs. (This is a good

unit when you have laryngitis.) The number of students who have difficulty

picklighting a bulb is often large. Some may even be afraid to pick up a battery,

so be prepared for anything. At this time the need for a continuous

electrical path, i. e., a "closed circuit," may come up in the discussion.

If so, good; if not, it will ecmeup later when switches are part of the

fl
circuit.

After a student has found how to light a bulb, pass out a.switch and

the makings of a battery holder.

Three Ways to Make a Battery Holder

Using a Rubber Band, Paper Fasteners and/or Fahnestock Clips

Having a few battery assemblies ready to show the students is the best

way to demonstrate their construction at this time. You may also want to

. give a general demonstration on how wire can best be wrapped around the

various terminals. It really is very easy. One simply pokes one end of

the wire through the connector hole and then, holding the long end, wraps



the wire 2 or 3 time around the,terniinal.
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A connection like the following is not very satisfactory as both open and

short circuits easily occur,/

Moreover, with several switches connected as above, everything starts

flopping around on the desk. Another possibility, and perhaps a more

desirable one, is,to give individual wrapping instructions to students

needing help as you move about the room. It is also helpful oto have pieces

of black electrical tape available. These can be used to tape floppy

circuits' to the desk in dire circumstances., They can also serve as an

alternative to the Fahnestock clips to hold wires to the battery.

Before the students get involved in putting their switches in a

circuit you might as if they have any ideas as to which is the "on"

position and which is the "off". Many instinctively know that I I is

"on" and is "off". However, most students tend to make statements7.1

in terms of right or left or some other irrelevant parameter. Few will

look carefully at the switches, see how contacpi are made, and give a clear

description of the switch operation. A few students should be encouraged

13 '6)
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to take a switch apart, using pliers, so that everyone can see how It

works.

When studel4s hook their switch up with a battery and bulb; two

fcircuits come up-Iwith about equal probability,.

0-

Pictorial Diagram Equivalent Schematic Diagram
CIRCUIT

it
Pictorial Diagram

CIRCUIT 2
Equivalent Schematic Diagram

In Circuit 1 the bulb lights when the switch is

rIC:

, i. e., "on".

In Circuit 2 the bulb lights when the switch is
17-1

, i. e. "off

A good argument should now ensue as to which is really,the "on" position.

While the argument proceeds, everyone should keep the switches in the position

that lights the bulb. Otherwise, there will be a number of dead batteries.
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The problem of why the bulb lights in both these circuits implies

the question, .1b_does the electricity flow in the wire rather then through

the bulb? At this point, if the class is interested, it can pursue a st4ly

of electricity using the ideas in the Elementary Science Study unit,

Batteries and Bulbs as a basis.

Going on to the Boolean Algebra aspect of this unit, a second switch

can be passed out once the students agree that Circuit lrepresents all

valid switching circuits composed of a single switch, battery and bulb.

With the second switch, the question is again to look for various types of

switching circuits.

When several circuits are drawn on the blacktoard, discuss which are

really the same (with respe9i to the flow of electricity) and which are

really different. For example

0_

r-LI

T

and

)4/ T
are really the same electrically but slightly different physically. There

are only two possible circuits with two switches that are electrically

different:

A

J.
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These switching diagrams are simplifications of diagrams of the whole

circuit,

and

but thethe single bulb and battery remain constant throughout, thus making the

switching arrangement the only varying component to diagram.

Also consider what circuits can be made with three switches that

light the bulb. Diagrams and discussion. (There are three possible circuits.)

---/(
itr

I I

all on

2. or 3 on

1, 2, or 3 on

)1

Encourage students to try for simple re resentations, even to-a representation

that does not involve drawing Itch s above.

After maybe one more switch question (light the bulb with four

switches) aa, Sinc this is a class in mathematics, can nu represent the

state of a switch (i. e., "on" or "gin with Inumbort t think this

question is crucial to get to a "0" and "1" representation. "0" and "1"

are the two "simplest" numbers to use. "0" is a logical choice for "off'

as nothing happens when the switch is off. It is really arbitrary whether

141
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off is "0"or"1", but kis much more convenient to use "0" when we go to the

L;

algebra. By this time a circuit might be represented as

From now on most of the discussion can be abstract; however, the

switches are always available for the doubters. At any paint in what follows

there is a direct correspondence between an abstraction and the switches.

This is a particular beauty of two-valued Boolean Algebra.

Now consider the two switch circuits where A and B simply refer to

a given switch.

ci

The act that0 is a series circuit and (II ia a parallel circuit might

Ibe ntioned and used. The words are not important but their use is
,

convenient.

For these two-switch circuits, all possible on-off arrangements can

be listed, and the further question posed, "Can you find a way to replace

each of the .8 sets of two switches with a single switch?" (The switches

labeled C below represent the single switch substitution.)

A

i4 b
.ik
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One can write down the tables for the above switches:

Series Circuit

A B C

1 1 1

0 0 0
1 0 0

0 1 0

131

Parallel Circuit

A B C

1 1 1

0 0 0
1 0 1

0 1 1

Ask if anyone sees a similarity between the &witches and mathematics.

Maybe write down all the tables for addition, subtraction, multiplication,

and division with the numbers 0 and-1:

a b c a .- b c axba.c ALE
1 1 2 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ?
1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 ?

0 1 1 0 1 -1 0 1 0 0 1 0

Now what similarities are there?

Let's see what happens if we think of a series circuit as being

similar to multiplication and a parallel circuit as being equivalent to

addition but with a funny rule for adding 1 and 1. You might want to use

14,-)
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0 and ® as the "addition" and "multiplication" symbols in this algebra.
0

We have made a correspondence between switching circuits and the following

tables:

= C

CD 1 . 1

O ED o

16 1? :

C

1 g 1

o 0
0

o 1 -

0

From now on the letters A, B, C, etc. can be used as a variable

(with only two values). It also represents a switch which can be in either

one of two states.

While it shouldn't be discussed in class at this time it should be

noted by the teacher that (I) is equivalent to "or" and 0 is equivalent

to "and" in the context of such logical statements aa:

If X is true or Y is true then Z is true.

If X is true and Y is true then 2 is true.

This equivalence and a discussion of logic can serve later as a separate

unit. One more equivalence not to be mentioned in class: (i) and (!)

correspond to union and intersection respectively in the language of sets.

Now with this "multiplication" and "addition" table available let

the students discover some general properties of the system:

(1) A (i) A A

(2) A (±) 1 1

(3) A(H) 0 A

(4) A OD B, e B OA

Remember A is a variable or a switch which can be in one of two possible

positions. I don't think it is worthwhile to call (4) the "commutative laws

1 4 .1
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for addition", but it might be called "John's Law", after a discoverer,

to give it and John some importance. In the above and what follows the

similarities between various properties of this system and the axioms of

ordinary algebra and arithmetic should be discussed. It would be wise to

refer occasionally to switches and what physically A (}) B and B (i) A,

For example, mean.

More generalities:

6) A (lc) 0 c 0

(6) A e 1 A

(7) A (F) A L== A

(8) A (10 B

For three element6:

(9) Ch 0 B) (E) C A 0 (B 0 C)

(10) (A V B) 0 C = A 0 (B 0 C)

(11) A 20 (B (i) C), != (A 00 B) Q (A J C)

What do the above mean in terms of switches? Is everything still the same

as in ordinary algebra and arithmetic? After all we have a pretty funny

addition table that we started from.
w

There are circuits in which we would want two switches to always be

in the same position. For example, the motor and amplifier of a tape

recorder should be on or off together. In the following circuit,

the two upper switches are either both open or both closed at the same tires,

hence we can designate them both as A. Now a tricky question:

1 4 5 ,
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What is (A B)(i)(A C)? (This represents the above circuit:)

G) B) ®(A} C) ® B)0A, Clp B)(! Cl

[(A jg A) 0 (B ® A) ® ® (1) (B ®

but (A. e A) A

a A(E)(A ® B)(D(A C)0(B 6i) C)

Aeo. B ® 00(B ® c)
and since (1 () B) 1, (1 0 C) 1, and (A ® 1) A

A ® (B C)

Compare the word statements about switches associated with the initial and

final representations above and see that these both make sense.

There will also be occasions when you wish one switch to be off when

another is on. For example, if a loudspeaker is usedsin conjunction with

a tape recorder and a radio (and operates continuously) you would want the

radio off when the tape recorder is on and vice versa. We can represent

such a situation by calling one switch A and the other A. A means that if

A is 1, 0 and if A is 0,, 1 is 1. It is equivalent to "not A".

What is A 0 7i:? (1)

A 0 1? (0)

(A)



SOU. problems:

( 1)

(2)

Express the following arrangements algebraically:

(3)

(6) Draw a wiring diagram to illustrate:

(a) A 6) 3

(b) (A V 3) to I

(c) (A (10 B C) $

(d) (A ® 3) ® (C Q 3)

(a) (A tg% 3) 3 e C

fl
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More problems:

Design a new circuit with fewer switches that will do the same as

the following:

14
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(7) Aposoc, 0A A® (SQC)

(8) AO(A011) (A0A)0(A(S)a) A0(1019 A

(9) (A011),2 (COA) (A0qC1(SOC)0 (A ®A)e (B QA)

AO (ie Is 000000
Ao (B @c)

(10) (A011)0(A0C)0(A0C) ACI 0 Gto
(See prckblea 9) A0(10-00(10C)

" AO(BOC)

(11) A0(1'10 (A01)(1) 0GO

°C) (A011)

II AO"

p.
fl'\

(12) gicy)0-01vE0(a -1/4.vua (AeC)0(BOC)001 )®(Bpd)
&cycee30 (Aecc, (1, 01)

0 IS EXISO-A)C1(A0C)

BC)(10i)p(A0C)
110 (AOC)

14)



Map Cbloring: Activities, Conjectures and Proofs Concerning

Maps On A Plane and On Solids, the Five Color

Theorem and Eulei's Theorem

This unit on map coloring is designed to achieve maximum

student involvement in discovering problems and forming hypotheses.

,Hence, it is essential that the student be unaware of the vast

literature on map-coloring until after he has worked his own way

into the subject. After the clans has formulated the four color

conjecture, it would be ,a good idea to tell them of the long

history of this conjecture.

This unit would work best with a class which has already

studied the regular solids. If the class has not done so, it

would be poealbld to skip the applications to regular solids,

but it might be better to work it in with the rest of the unit.

Chapter 13 of the book, Mathematics, the Man-made Universe by

Stein, contains a clear exposition of map-coloring. The pamphlet

Multicolor Problems by Dynkin and Uspenskii, contains a large number

of problems, applications, and examples.

The material of this unit has been divided into the five topics

indicated below. The Fourth and fifth topics could be interchanged,

or either could be omitted. The topics have been built, around the various

materials needed. A possible schedule would be to cover the first

three topics in 3 or 4 classes, while.the last two might take 3 or

so classes.

15u
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Classes may be conducted as laboratory millions with the

instructor circulating among the students giving new ti and

problems to those students who finish what they were doing, trying

to heap out those students who aretuck (without giiing them too

much information), and generally encouraging 'any kind of constructive

activity. The unit should land itself:to encouraging a variety of

student activity at many different levels, As the unit progresses

tha instructor may challenge students with completed maps to color

them with fewer colors. Students may then attempt tnuselewer

colors'or they may assert that it is not possible.to use fewer

)colors. In the latter case students should give a convincing.
'MP

argument why it is not possible. Although stUdents.may find

this difficult at first, they should soon,be able to present

a reasonable argument.

$
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Unit Outline

4P

I. The coloring of geographic maps; the_drawing and coloring

of maps.

II. Maps which can be colored with two colors.

III. 'Maps which require more colors; the four color

conjecture;othe history of the map-coloring problem.

IV. The equivalence between maps on the -Nine and on

the sphere; coloring the regular solids; maps on

the torus.

V. Proof,of the five color theorem; Euler's theorem;

applications.

fl
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trap- coloring

Materials: Geographical outline maps of various areas in the

world (several for each student); broad, colored flow -pens (more

fun to use than crayons)-of various colors (about 10 different ,/

colors would be good, and there should be enough of them so that

each student has three or four they can share them to obtain

greater variety of colors); pliin paper, colored chalk.

The goal of thk fiist topic is to introduce the idea of a

proper coloring of a map, and the notion of an abstract (non-

geographical) map. By actively participating in map-coloring and

map construction the student should be able to arrive at these

notions for himself. The teacher can then help the'Oass to

formulate precisely what it has discovered. We suggest the

following outli for the topic.

It seems best to start with real (geographicil) maps. The

maps and flow pens should be distributed, with instructions

probably kept to a minimum. The class might merely be told to

/-
color "the taps in such way as to make them more clear. After

comparing efforts, the class should be encouraged to arrive at a

set of "rules" for map coloring. The following ideas should be

brought out in some form:

(1) All of a given country should be colorrA the same color.

(2) Every country should be colored (the white of the paper

can count as a color, if desired);

(3) If two countries have a common border, they must be

colored different colors.

It'is, of course, rule (3) which is the key idea in map coloring.

The following points may well arise. They can be left open, or

1 5 Fi
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the class may decide them as it wishes (they can be treated in

later sessions).

(4) What must be done with countries which touch only at a

point (Colorado-Arizona)? Can they be colored the same

color?

(5) What is the role of the ocean? Must it be colored?

Is it different from the other countries?

The term proper coloring may be introduced for a coloring which

satisfies (1) - (3).

At some point the students should be encouraged to count the

number of colors which they have used to4color the various maps.

If they have used a latge number of colors, they should be

encouraged to try to color the saw, map over again with fewer

colors. The class might compare notes to see who has properly

colored each of the maps with the smallest number of colors.

The class should now take blank paper and draw their own maps,

and then color them. After all, this is a mathematics class, not

a geography Vass, and the fact that the maps happen to correspond

to geographical realities is of no mathematical interest. It is

the idea of map - coloring, which is of interest. There isn't enough

variety in the geographical maps to illustrate adequately, the

mathematical ideas. In drawing maps, almost anything goes. The

only rulis the following:

(a) Every boundary Fine must separate two different countries.

Hence the following maps are not legal:'
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The first maps drawn will probably tend to imitate geographical

--,,maps quite closely. The students should be encouraged to

eliminate those aspects of their maps (wiggly borders, etc.) which

are irrelevant to the map coloring problem. The following question a

may be raised, and answered, for the time being, AS the class

desires:

(b) Should every country consist of a single connected region;

or may it have several parts (like Bast and West

,Bakistan)?

The idea of using as few colors as possible should be kept in mind

throughout. One way to properly color a map is to use a different

color for each country. But this is aesthetically unpleasing,

economically unfeasible, and mathematically uninteresting. There

are many "games" whici an be built around' this idea. A student

could devise a map which he can properly color with, say, five

colors. The class could then be challenged to color his map with

five, or even with four colors. maps can either be drawn on the

board or can be quickl)) run off, on ditto.

.e>
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Map- coloring - II.

Aaterials: Blank paper; red flow pens; red chalk.

The simplest maps to deal with are-those which can be

properly colored with two colors. We say that such a map can be

2-colored. A simple example of a map which can be 2-colored is a

map of a collection of distinct "islands" in an ocean, i.e.

Another example occurs if we just draw a straight line across

the map. We can combine these two types in a map of the form

O CD
We must now return to question (4) in the first session.N-14---\

countries which meet only at a point must be colored differently,

then the above map is the most complicated type which can be,

2-colored. Hence it is necessary to adopt the following rule (in

order to arrive at any interesting maps which can be 2-colored):

Two countries which meet only at a point can be colored'

the same color.

We can now construct a great variety of maps which can be

2-colored, by drawing straight lines and circles which may or may

not intersect. At each stage in the construction we simply change

all olors on one side of the line or inside the circle just

drawn. The resulting map is then already properly colored with

two colors.

15t3
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Constructing a map which can be properly colored using two colors.

2.

4.

6.
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We also have to worry about the role of the "ocean". For

instance, a checkerboard may be colored with two colors, provided

that one does not wish to color the border of the board. If the

border is colored, then three colors are necessary.

Once the class has established considerable facility in

drawing maps which can be 2-colored, they can be faced with the

converse problem; given a map, how can one tell whether or not it

can-be 2-colored. On way is trial and error. If you succeed,

o.k., but if you fail, how do you,know that it can't be done?

The students should begin to see Vast is involved after some

experimentation, but to help them, they should be given the

definition of the degree of a point on a map (see the enclosed

sheet for the definition). They should then be able to arrive

at the following two conjectures.

I. If a map can be 2-colored, then every point on the map

is of even degree.

II. If a point on a map is of even degree, theh the map can

e 2-colored.

The state ents T. and II can, of course, be combined into one, but

they should eventually be stated seperately, since I is almost

trivial to verify, while a proof of II is considerably more subtle

(see pp. 176-177 in Stein for a nice explanation).

15
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The Concept of the Degree of a Point on a lisp

A point which does not lie on a boundary line has degree zero.

A point which lies at -the end of a boundary line has degree one.

(This never occurs on the maps which we study, since each boundary

must separate two countries.)

A point in the middle of a boundary line has degree two.

The following points have degrees three, four,, five, and ten,

respectively:

5

Again, if we are'coloring an "island" and not trying to color

the "ocean", then the result is slightly different. Namely, we

find that an island can be 2-colored provided that every point not

on the boundary of the island has even degree. (Stein's terminology

of wet and am points may be used at this point.)
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Map-coloring - III

;Ilaterials: Blank paper, five or six colors of flow pens and chalk.

The object of this topic is to study maps which require more

than two colors, with the goal of arriving at the four color

conjecture. After the class has arrived at the four color conjec-

ture on their own, they should be told the history of the conjec-

ture. (The sheet "The History of the Map-coloring Problem" may be

handed out to them at this point.)

The class should first construct maps which can be 3-colored

(but not 2-colored), then maps which can be 4-colOred (but not

3-colored), and then should try to construct maps which cannot be

4-colored. After failing at this they should arrive at the four-

color conequre (with suitable encouragement).

We note ,.svme pitfalls which may occur:

(1) While every known map can be colored with 4 colors,

it is not always easy to find the proper coloring. Often,

having arrived at a situation where a fifth color is necessary,

one must start all over sgaln to avoid this situation.

(2) If countries which meet only at a point must be

colored differently, then it is possible to construct maps in

which ',n colors are necessary, for any integer n. (Simply havo
O

n countries touch at a common point.) Hence, if the question

of coloring countries which meet only at a point has not yet

been resolved, it must be decided that they can be colored the
.4

same color. Otherwise the whole problem would lose all mathe-

matical interest.

1 G u
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(3) If countries are allowed to consist of several

parts (East and West Pakistan), then it is possible to con-

struct maps which require n colors for any integer n (see the

enclpsed sheet for a picture). Hence, if this question is

still undecided, such countries must be disallowed.

(If the class is not worried about (2) and (3), it would be a

mistake to spend much time on them.)

4
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Maps which require many colors-

A. If countries which meet only at a point must be colored

different colors, then this map requires 9 colors.

9

B. If countries need not be connected, then this map requires

7 colors.

6

1 2 3 4

3 4 5 1

7

(The two squares labelled 1 are parts of the smarm country, etc.'

182
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The History of the Map-coloring Problem

11

"As far as we know the problem was first mentioned by Mobiusl

in his:lectures jn 1840. Both Rempe2 and Tait3 published proofs"

that four colors are sufficient. Actually Tait merely proved that

the four color problem could be solved if one could solve an

equally difficult problem on the coloring of graphs. But needless

to say, this graph problem is still unsolved to this day. The

error in Rempe's proof is more delicate and in fact for ten years

the error went undetected until Heawood4 pointed out the mistake

in Kempe's proof. In this very same paper Heawood proved that

five colors are sufficient, and it IA this proof that we give ...

lAlfred F. Mobius, 1790-1868

2
A. B. Kempe,'"On the Geographical Problem of the Four

Colors," American Journal of Mathematics, vol. 2 (1879)9 pp. 193-200

3Peter Guthrie Tait, "Note on a Theorem of Position,"

Transactions of_the Royal Society of Edinburgh, vol. 29

(1880), ppj 657-660.

4P. J. Heawood, "Map-colour Theorem," Quarterly Journal of

Mathematics, vol. 24 (1890), pp. 332-338.

From The Pleasures of Math by A. W.

Goodman, (Macmillan, 1965) pp. 93-94.

_1 G
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Further Heawood solved the map-coloring problem On the torus, and

we give this solution .... This last result is remarkable, because

the torus is a more complicated surface than the plane or sphere, and

normally one would expect that the map-coloring problem would

be more difficult on the torus.

The fact that this problem in the plane, now regarded as

unsolved, was considered as solved during the years from 1880 to

1890, is rather disquieting. It suggests that perhaps there are

today many theorems that we regard as proved, that really have not

been proved, because the "proofs" offered contain errors, as yet

unnoticed.

Each student of mathematics has a duty to himself to examine

each proof as carefully as he can in order to convince himself Cbat

the proof is i ed correct."
O

"The proble of coloring maps with four colors has a long history.

The experience of map makers indicated that any map on the'globe could

be colored with four (or fewer) colors. Mobius mentioned it in a

lecture in 1840; de Morgan discussed it in 1850; and Cayley remarked, in

1878, that he could not prove it. In 1879 Kempe published an erroneous

proof in a paper that contained these remarks:

1p3
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Some inkling of the nature of the difficulty of the

question, unless its weak point be discovered and attacked,

may be derived from the fact that a very small alteration in

one part of a map may render it necessary to recolor it

throughout. After a somewhat aiduous search, I have succeeded,

suddenly,*as might be expected, in hitting upon the weak

point, which provided an easy'one'to attack. The result ill,

that the experience of the map makers has not deceived them,

tie maps they had to deal with, viz: those drawn on a sphere,

can in every case be painted with fob colors.

in 1890 in a paper byThe flaw in Kempe's proof was

*P. J. Heasmod which began:

The

can have

but four

Descriptiie-Geometry
O

its divisions properly distinguished by the use of

colors, from its generality and intangibility, seems

exposed

Theorem that any map whatsoever

to have aroused a good deal of interest a few years ago when

the rigorous proof o it Appeared to be difficult if not

impassible, though no ease.of failure could be found. The

present article does not profess to give ;1 proof of this

original Theorem; in fact its aims are so far rather
C,)

destructive than constructive, for it will be shown that there

is a defect in the now apparently recognized proof
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In the same paper Heawood showed that Kempe's technique could

'be used to prove that every map oh the sphere can be colored with

five (or fewer), color . .

From Mathematics. the Man -made

Universe by Sherman K. Stein..

(Freeman, 1963pp. 183-184.

While the four-color conjecture has never been,proved, some

gress has been made on it. For instance, irwas sham by Reynolds it

1926 that any map with at most 27 countries can. be colored with four

colors, and*in recent years this has been extended to maps with at

most 37 countries. Hence, if there is a map which cannot be colored

with four colors, it must be quite complicated, in particular it

must have at least 38 countries. This makes the task of trying to

construct such an example by trial and error rather, difficult, though

many people, have spent a long time trying.

(
-1

)K.)

-1
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Map coloring IV

Materials: A small globe of the world (unmounted); the 1egular

solids kit; several rigid models of regular solids (can be made

of wood, clay, or plaster of paris, with the cardboard model

possibly used as a mold); several sheets of thin, stretchable

rubber; flow pens; two inner tubes from automobile tires (optional)

The purpose of this section is to show that maps in the plane

are, equivalent to maps on the sphere (at least.as far as any

properties relevant to ap-coloring are concerned), to consider the

regular solids as maps on the sphere, and possibly to show that

maps on the torus (auto tire) have completely different properties.

The transition from flat maps to maps on the sphere may be

hard for the students to visualize. The use of rubber sheets

allows him to see the process in action, and the results can be

quite striking. Wrap the globe with rubber, so that the rubber is

fairly smooth over most of the globe, except for the region where
0

the edges of the rubber are gathered together. This latter spot

should be in some spilt like the north pole. While the rubber is

held in place, the outlines of the continents can be quickly

sketched with a black flow pen or colored chalk. When the rubber.

is flattened out, a map of the world is obtained. There will be a

great deal of distortion in this map. The area around the north

pole will be greatly enlarged and will lie around the edges of the

sheet of rubber. But this Stretching does not change any properties

of relevance to,map-coloring problems. Another natural place to

put the gather would be in the middle of an ocean. Then we would

16','
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truly find the ocean around the edges of the map. But now the

gather can be put in the center of a (fairly large) country, like

the USA or USSR. The resulting map will have the USA or USSA

spread out around the-edge of the map, playing the role of "ocean".

This shauld convince the students that in map-coloring problems

the role of the ocean is not significantly different from that of

the other countries. It might be a good idea to reverse the

process; draw a map on a rubber sheet while it is flat, and then

stretch it around a ball, making a spherical map Pout of it.

The regular solids can be viewed as spheres which have been

somewhat flattened. If we regard the edges of the scalds as the

edges of a map, then we have map-coloring problems. It seems a

very worthwhile exercise to draw the corresponding flat maps. The

rubber sheet supplies a perfect tool for doing this. Stretch the

rubber around the regular solid, making sure that the gather lies

in the middle of a face. Then outline the edges on the rubber

with black flow-pen. When spread out, a flat map of the regular

solid will result. After this has been done for a couple of solids

th,?,class should be challenged to draw the corresponding flat maps

for the remaining solids without use of a rubber sheet. The

solids (or the corresponding maps) should then be colored, and the

minimum number of colors necessary for each solid should be

determined.

Attention can theribe turned to map-coloring on the torus. If

two inner tubes are available, one of them can be cut around both

circumferences so that it can be flattened out. This should

ernle the student to see that maps on the torus correspond to maps

186 r.)
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on a rectangle where the top and bottom are identified and the left

and right edges are identified. The class shouldthen be chal-

lenged to draw a map on the torus consisting of n countries, each

of whichjouches all of the other n - 1. The maximum such number

is n 7, so there exist maps on the torus which require seven

colors. The remarkable thing is that it can ,be proved that any

map on the torus can be colored with seven colors. Hence map-

coloring on the torus is an easier problem than map-coloring on the

sphere or in the plane. The following neat map, of seven countries,

each of which touches all of the other six, was discovered by the

mathematician Peter Ungar in 1953. After they have discovered

suchra map, the students should transfer itto the inner tube.

0

4

3

2

1

0

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 0
c

1'

0
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The Regular Solids

(The extra face is the "ocean ".)

Tetrahedron - 4 colors

Cube - 3 colors

0

Octahedron - 2 colors

Dodecahedron - 4 colors

Icosahedron - 3 colors

1 7

a

137
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Nap-coloring - V

The fifth topic is the proof of the five color theorem. This

will require a much more active participation on the part of the

teacher than the previous ones. It would probably be best not to

devote aclass to the proof, but rather to encourage those students

Who are interested to read the proof on their own, or to organize

a special outside class.

A quite readable account of the proof of the five color

theorem is to be found in Stein's book, on pp. 184-191 (the proof

is given there in great detail - it is not as complicated as one

might think from the fact that it occupies eight pages). Hence we

shall limit ourselves here to commenting on Stein's proof and

indicating some alternatives.

(1) It is now necessary to introduce the word "vertex".

Previously we have dealt only with the countries and the boundary

curves of a map. But the proof of the five color theorem (particu-

larly in Euler's theorem) depends heavily on a careful counting

procedure, and to do this we must choose certain points on the

boundary curves which we call the vertices of the map. Every

point'of degree greater than two must be a vertex, and some points

of degree two may also be vertices. Each edge will start and end

at a vertex, and will contain no vertices in its interior.

(2) On page 184 Stein remarks that the figures in (12) are

not countries. This restriction, while convenient in his proof,

is not essential. If a country X surrounds some other countries,

then the surrounded countries can be colored completely inde-

pendently from the-rest of the map, with X treated as an oce.m.

Further Lemma 3 (Eulezos Theorem) is true for much more general 171
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types of maps (see below).

(3) he proof of Lemma 6 is by mathematical induction. If

the students are not familiar with mathematical induCtioni they

might find an argument by contradiction more convincing. This would

go as follows: "Assume that the statement of the lemma is false.

Then there exists a regular map which cannot be colored with five

colors. Among all such maps, pick one with the least number of

countries. Then proceed as in Case 1 or Case 2." (Note that

Laimtas1 and 3 could also have been proved by mathematical induction..

(4) Case 2 in lemma 6 is somewhat more complicated than

Case 1. The method of Cise 1 is easily seen to yield a proof that

every map on the sphere can be colored with six colors.

(5) Lemma 3 (Euler's Theorem) may already have been seen by

the students while studying the regular polyhedra. It would

probably be a good idea to go over the proof again. The following

treatment is perhaps more likely to engage the imagination of the

student than the one given by Stein.

Consider a map on a sphere or on the plane as a network of dams.

All of the countries are below the water level of the ocean (any

country may be designated as the ocean). To visualize the rest of

the proof it is easier to think of the countries u forming an

island in the ocean. See topicuIV. There are only two restrictions

on this system of dams:

(1] Each dam starts and ends at a vertex and contains no

vertex in its interior.

(ii] The system of dams is connected, so that it is possible

to walk between any two points on the dams along the top

of the dams.

172
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We will now flood the entire world, but will do this by destroying

as few dams as possible. Thus, we will always destroy a dam which

is dry on one side and wet on the other. In the end we will have

a network of dams completely surrounded by ocean (with no dry

land). Each time we destroy a dam we flood one more country and

hence reduce the number of dams by one, and do not change the

number of vertices. Hence the quantity

V - E C

remains unchanged throughout. ;low consider the final system of

dams, completely surrounded by water. We claim that there is one

and only one path along the dams between any two vertices. If

there were two routes between the vertices A and B, then these

routes would surround some land, which would still be dry. If

there were no route between A and B, then at some stage we would

have destroyed a dam which had to be crossed to get from A to B.

But if there was no way around this dam, there must have been

water on both sides, and such dams were not destroyed. Hence

there is precisely one route from A to B along the remaining dams.

Now fix a vertex A. If B is any other vertex, we associate to B

that dam which is crossed lest in going from A to B. In this way

we pair off the remaining dams with the vertices (except A). Hence

inthe'"map" produced by the remaining dams, we have

C1
V B + 1

so that
v - E C 2

Since, as we noted above, the quantity V - E + C does not change

as the dams are destroyed, it must have been equal to 2 for the

original map.
17,3
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(6) Note that Lemma 3 ( Euler's Theorem) is false if the map

(or system of dams) is not connected. To see this, just compute

a simple example.

(7) It can be shown by analogous reasoning that on the torus

V -E+Cs0.
(However here we must make sure that none of the countries stretches

all the way round the torus in either direction.) This result cin

then be used to show that any map on the torus can be colored with

seven colors, Since we have constructed maps on the torus which

cannot be colored with less than seven colors, the map-coloring

problem on the torus is completely solved.

(8) Euler's formula has many other applications. For

instance, it can be used to prove that there are at most five

regular polyhedra (see below), A variety of puzzles can be

invented to which Euler's Theorem applies, i.e. one shows that

certain configurations are not possible in the plane. See

problems 47-51 in Multicolor Problems (answers on pp. 59-62).

(9) Proof (by Euler's formula) that there are at most five

regular solids.

Let a regular solid have F faces, E edges, V vertices, with

each face having s edges (and s vertices);and t edges (and t faces;

meeting at each vertex. Place a dot inside each vertex on each

face:

Counting all of the dots, we have

number of dots Fs Vt.

176
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Now erase the above dots and place one dot inside each edge on

0
each face. Counting the dotsi'l, ,/

number of dots Fs 28.

2E 28
Hence F F V w .

Substituting in Euler's formula:

V -E+FR-24-B4. 3-11 2

28 28T 0 2 +B

s E

SO

and

Noting that s and t must be at least 3, the only possibilities for

s, t which give

are

Using

and

1 1
g r > 7

(a) s 3, t3
(b) s 3, t 4

(c) s - 4, t 3

s 5, t ao 3

(e) s 3, t 5 ,

B
1a 1.7.77T

F 7

F 2E , 2B1*,
-g

it is easily seen that (a) - (e) correspond to the known regular

solids.

This shows that we cannot obtain more regular solids even by

allowing curved edges and faces.

.17(3
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Roll Along With Galileo: A Study of Cycloids and Area

This unit will hopefully develop some intuitive insights into

geometry and can also serve as an introduction to integral calculus.

Further, it Wintended to give students practice in analyzing and

predicting patterns of motion.

Materials: Plywood discs, squares, elipses,Irectangles, and

triangles. These plane figures should be between 6 and

10 inches in diameter. Pasteboards, scissors, and 1/4

inch graph paper will also "be useful.

Procedure: The teacher may want to proceed as follows:

Galileo .(1564,- 1642) was interested in the path of a

point on the rim of a rolling wheel. (ThiL path is called

a cycloid.) To get an appreciation for this, drill a hole

in a plywood disc near the edge, put a piece of chalk in

this hole. Now roll the disc along the blackboard, using

the ledge as a _guide. That kind of path did. Galileo

and you discover?

There are some interesting questions to ask about

the above figure. Suppose the radius of the circle

is 3 inches?

1) How far is ,it from A to B?

2) How long is the path of the point (chalk)?

3) What is the area enclosed by the path?

4) Does the chalk repeat, if you continue rolling

the circle?

177
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With a little help students will probably see that the circle makes

one complete revolution in going from A to B. Therefore, thd distance AB is '.

merely the circumferenbe of the given circle (270.

The next two questions are not SD easily answ&d. TO get a clue to the

answer of the second question one might try to use a cord or something flexible.

A piece of copper wire works well. TO estimate this area, cut out a paste

board circle and the path and weigh the pieces on a sensitive scale.

You will probably see that the path length is about four times the

diameter of the given circle, and the area is three times that of the circle.

One could also use a past board circle and a pencil to trace the cycloid on a

piece of 1/4 inch graph paper. You could then count squares to determine the

area enclosed' by the path.

All of these questions do not have to be cleaied up dt the beginning. The

teacher could go on to other geometric figures. When you have explored the other

figures to the extent that you desire, you may want to return to same of the

unanswered questions.

COnsider the square or rectangle. (The teacher should have plywood

squares and rectangles= hand.) What kind of.pattern would be formed.if you

rolled 'the rectangle or square along; the chalc edge?
a

Does it make any difference where on the perimeter the chalk is placed?

1 7 6
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0

vl
w)

,pince staldnts have disoovered some Of the patterns that are formed, try to

determine the areas under XonSider the following paths:

-c)

/

square with. the clialk In the corner

I'
\

\ J

4117. OMNI.

, square with the chalk at the midpoi

1...\

_

)44111

\ I

of one side

-..0=1
rectangle nth the in .the corner

We are also interested in the length of these different Paths.

Qoesp.ons for further discussion:

1. Noting that we get different paths using the sguare,Aelpending on where the

chalk is Rlaped, there are two "questicne -to be ailed:

e



a) %here can the chalk be placed so
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Minimum area?-

b) Where can the chalk be placed to get roads= or minimum path length?

2. Obviously the larger the circle, square, rectangle, etc. are, the larger

the path ofpoints. Suppose that we have plane figures (circles, rectangles,

triangles) all having the same area. ,Vihich figure produces the largest path?

The smallest path?

If a square is used the area and path length van always be determined.

general ca

C:Sk
ctrit.lre..%3

..

for the area consider the discussion below:

S

S
.,\

This path was generated by a square with the chalk at a

point x distance frail the corner. -

It is not too difficult to see that the combined area of the

triangles indicated in figure.5 is TO det ermine the remaining area we'

note that each of the circular portions are 1/4 of a circle. Therefore we

can write:
It

ir/4 (x2 + x 2+ 52 + 282 - 2sx + x2 + (s - x)2)

4

which simplifies tom(x2-- sx + s2). it you substitute x s 0, this describes

the case where the chalk is in the corner; the area is sA +7r52.

It is also not too hard to determine the 'path length in the general

case. If you refer to figure 5, it is clear that the following formula will

give°the p a t h lengths: 2/174(x+11x2 52 +1Y252 - 2sx + + s =:,) =

180
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i r / 2 + x 2 4 - s 2 .1. )282 .3c2

Again for the bquare with the chalk in the corner we have the path

length given below:

71/2 (s +0 s2 +EA = V2s (2 + \ri)

It is Left to the reader to generate formulas for the other geometric

configurations.

Returning the discussion to the cycloid or path of'a point on the rim

of a rolling wheel, it is interesting to note that there is no easy non-calculus

way to determine the path length and the area enclosed by the path. TO give the

reader some idea of how nasty the calculus could be to determine just the area,

consider the derivation below:

Jr

I

AP 3P Apt- br

The curve can be described by the two equations x r(8

and y = r(1 - cos0).

If we eliminate A we can get one equation: x: r cos r - y .

We can do the integration necessary an the y axis. Consider the picture below:

We know that the indicated rectangular area is 217 2, since the x distance of

the whole curve is 217r. By the integration we can find the area of the shaded

portion. Nov if we subtract the area of the shaded portion from the area of the

indicated rectangle, and then multiply by 2 we would have the area under the

cycloid. 1 8
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nte EULER 4 FUKVIlla4

A SIMPLE INTHODUCIMMi

Take a sheet of per and draw a line the length of it. Place the numeral

1 at each end of the Subdivide the line and put the numeral 2 at the

midpoint. Subdivide segment again, pitting 3 at the midi:ilia of each new

segment. COntinue subdividing, placing at the midpoint of each new segment the

sun of the endpoints of the segment. This after four subdivisions, the original

line should look likekI it e.
S 13t57.3.1 rg3

See next page for a more detailed subdivision.

Question: What do you notice? Possible comments might be:

a. The smallest new number is always next to the ends of the line.

b. The numbers keep getting bigger; after'a while any given number will stop

coming up.

'drec. There are odds than evens.

(Each of these comments leads to interestiog observations. Per comment a., one-.

might ask, "After three subdivisions, what is the suallest:number added to the

line? (4)? How about after five subdivisions? (6)." They will probably be able

to generalize and say that after n subdivisions, the smallest number added is

n + 1. Does this mean that in order to make sure we have, say, all the 17's,

we have ,to perform 16 subli4cns? They should be able to convince themselves

that this won't be necessary.

Comment c. will be treated briefly in an appendix.)

After a while, the comments may start getting more specific, such as:

18,S-
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c. There are a lot of'7's

4.- And 11's and 13's.

They or the teacher raig t.t. suggest tabulating the number of occurrences

of the various integers. Fran the lines on the next page, we can get the

following tables (filling in some of the spaces near the end points mentally

by exploitation).

number number

2 10 4 19

2 1 11 10 20

3 2 12 4 21

4 2 13 12 22

5 4 14 6 23

6 2 15 8 24

6 16 8 25

8 4 17 16

9 6 18 6

8

12

10

22

8

20.

Once the student has this table, he can begin .to be more specific in his

P comments:

a. Every number occurrs an even number of times.

b.. Except for 2

c. Every odd number occurs one less time than itself. 11 canes up 10 times,

13 comes up 12 times* 19 comes up 18 times.

d. But 9 only comes up 6 tillWiand 15 only comes up 8 times.

After worrying over this for a:While, they nay cow up with scuething equivalent

184.
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to x

e. If a number is prime, it wiall occur one less time than itself.

Once they've made this conjecture, ask haw many 29's they would expect, how many

37's, kX1.1 many 103's.

Perhaps the folldwing observations would come up:

f. 12 is equal to 3x4, and the number of 12's is equal to the number of 4's

times the number of 3's.

g. 20 is equal to 4x5, and the number of 20's is equal to the number of 4's

times the number of 5's.

h. 15 is equal to 3x5, and the number of 15's is equal to the number of 3's

times the number of 5's.

Conjecture: If a number is the product of two other numbers, then the number

of occurrence of the first number is equal to the product of the number of

occurrences of the other two.

i. 12 is equal to 2x6, but the number of 12's is more than the number of 2's

times the number of 6's.

j. 25 is equal to 5x5, but the number of 25's is moms than the number bf 5's

times the number of 5's.

After same time, the notion of relative primeness might come up, and

the following modified conjecture might be offered (phrased in different language,

perhaps)

ognigan4g, If ci..ab, then the number of c's equals the number of a's times the

number of b's, provided a and b have no common factor. Otherwise, this product

will be less than the number of c4s.

186
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Questions: I, many 35's do you think there will be? How many 42's? How

many 70's? How many 63's.

New what about numbers that are powers of other numbers?

k. There is one 2, two 4's, four 8's, eight 16's. I bet there wili'be sixteen

32's and thirty-two 64's.

i. But how does this help up figure out how yaw 9's or 25's there Will be?

Now might be a good time to go back to the original line and look at

the actual sums which occur to give any number. E'er instance, we,see that 7

occurs six times, in the following combinations: 1+6, 2+5, 3+4, 4+3, 5+2,

and 6+1. All possible ways of writing 7 as a sum of two numbers actually

appeared. Now look at a number like 6. This only occurs as 1+5 and 5+1.

The combinations 2+4, 3+3, and 4+2 do not appear. Let's look at same more

numbers.

9 12 14 15 16

Q.+1145±7 (17446+71;\ +14 5+10 !!P7

2+10 6+6 2+12 6+8 01.13 . 6+9 2+14 6+10

3+6 3+9 g) 7+7 3+12 (`;i:

° 4+8 4+10 4E17)
4+12 8+8

The combinations which actually occur on the line are circled.

Question: Why do sane ,combinaticns occur and same don't? that determines

whether or not a combination will occur?

There will probably be a number of preliaLnary comments at this stage:

a. The two numbers can't be the same.

b. You can't have an even number.

c. That's not so, because the combination 2+5 occurs to give 7, and 2 is even.

Well, both numbers can't be even.

1 8 'I'
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e. Both numbers can't be multiples of three, either.

Somewhere along the line, this will hopefully get generalized to the

following:

Conjecture: Any combination in which the tki numbers have a common divisor will

not occur. Any combination in which the two numbers are relatively Prime

(or some such) will occur.

Armed with this conjecturer, now, the students have a technique which will

permit them to count the number of occurrences of any reasonably small number.

Use this technique to calculate the number of occurrences in the table on page

1 as a chedc. Have then compute the number of, say, 30's'and 42's by this conr-

jecture and compare the results with the results of the preceding conjecture.

Have than compute the number of 25's if they haven't made their table that far,

and the number of 27's. This will give us a little more data with which to

attach the questions posed at the bottom of the preceding page.

Returning to this question of powers of numbers, let's write down what

we know:

.1 2 4 5's 2 3's and perhaps 6 7's

2 4's 20 25's 6 9's 41 49's 0

4 8's 18 27's using the last conjecture to compute w.

8 16's

16 32's

nueffelziniaHoormansvirrs-dowittEnewilI-be7 1 ity4 many 125's? How

many 343's (,73) do you think there will be? Haw many 121's? The pattern

should be clear enough so that the class can answer these questions. They are

probably ready now to make a conjecture, which, depending on their familiarity

with exponential notation may go something like

188
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Cenjecture: If p is a prime, then the number pnwill occur

(1,-)4^-' times.

Question: What if p is not a prime, does the rule still work? For instance,

16.=-14:1 Does (4-1) 4 give us the number of 16's which occur?

Let's summarize the rules we have so far.

Rule 1: (Really a special case of rule 2) If p is a prime, then p occurs p0-1 times

Rule 2: A number of the form p occurs (p-1)p"times.

Rule 3: If cab, where a and b have no divisors in coffin, then the number of

occurrences of c equals the number of occurrences of a _times the number of cc-

current:vs of b.

Using these rules, we can now predict the number of occurrences of just

about any number.

y?ample: How many 10,000's will there be? Well, 10,000=24X51. FUrther, And

54 are relatively prime. (an interesting digression might be to figure out why

this is so.) By rule 2, we know that 2+ will occur eight times, and that 51f-will

occur five hundred times. Therefore, using rule 3, there will be 8x500=4000

occurrences,of the number 1,0,000.

Let 40 go back and examine the,,coniecture we made on pag774). There

we sa7I that the combination cma +b will occur only if a and b have no common

divisors. Hut if a and b do have a common divisor, then this number will also

divide c (Why?). Conversely, if a number divides c and a, then this number will

also divide a and b. Our conjecture can then be rephrased in the following way.

Obn'ecture: Given a number c, to find all pairs a,b such that a+bric will occur on

our line, we need only find all numbers a less than c, which are relatively prime

to c. For if a is less than c, set bac-ra. Then if a and c are relatively prime,

so are a and 12,' and the combination a+b will occur.
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Corollary: The number of times that c will occur on our line is equal to the

number of numbers less than c which are realtively prime to c. This gives us an ik

even more efficient technique for writing down all combinations giving c which

will occur.

Remark: The numb'er of integer than a given integer and relatively prime to

it is very important in number and the associated function has a special

name: the Ehlerp-function, and is defined as follows; given an integer c,

44% number of integers less than c and relatively prime to c.

Let's look at the conjecture on page 4main. Can we prove it? %bum

break it down into the following two statements:

1. No matter how many subdivisions we make, any two adjacent numbeT will

always be relatively prime.

2. If c=a+b,and a, and bare relatively prime, then after a suitable number

of subdivisions, the numbers a and b will be adjacent somewhere on the

line. Equivalently, we can phrase this in the following suprising

fashion: given any two relatively prime numbers, they will occur side

by side at some time (i.e., after a suitable number of subdivisions)

somewhere on the line. (why is this equivalent?)

Consider statement 1 first: After two sions we have the following

situation:

Statement 1 is certainly true in this case.

After three subdivisions, we have:

s 3
4

and again statement 1 is true.
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Can we prove that if statement 1 is true after so mama subdivisions, then

it will be true after the next subdivision? Sure. Suppose after n subdivisions

we have ...a b ... being two adjacent numbers somewhere on the line. Then after

the next subdivision, the situation looks like ... a a+b b . If a and bare

relatively prime, then so are a ana a+b, as well as b an a+bi. i:e., adjacent

numbers are still relatively prime.

Statement 2 can be demonstrated by a similar inductive argument. The only

way of writing 3 is 1+2. We pee that. the 'lumbers 1 and 2 are adjacent after

the first it subdivision. The only way of writing 4 is 1+3. The numbers 1 and

3 are adjacent after the second subdivision. 5 can be written as 1+4, 2+3,

3+2, 4+1. 3 and 2 are adjacent after the 2m subdivision, 4 and 1 are adjacent

after the third, etc.

Now suppose we have established in some fashion that statement 2 holds

for 0=2,3 ....out to some number n. Can we show that it must be true for o.n+1?

For instance, suppose we know that the statement is true for o2,3 15.

Can we prove that it is true for 0416? Let's see. Take the case 1613+3.

Can we prove that after a suitable number of subdivisions that the numbers

13 and -3 will be adjacent? Sure. By our assumption, statement 2 holds for

c=13. In particular, since 13=10+3, after a suitable number of subdivisions,

the numbers 10 and 3 must have been adjacent, i.e., somewhere on the line it looked

like ... 10 3 ... . Atter the'next subdivision, then, this part of the line would

look like ... 10 13 3 i.e., 13 and 3 are adjacent, which we wanted to show.

Statement 2 can be proved by rigorous istxtumlwitga little more work, but

there is not much point. in doing it in class. With suitable buildup, a

clans might well be able to produce and follow the reasoning sketched out.
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APPENDIX

Meant c on page 1 leads into sae interesting channels that have little

to do with the rust of this vat, tut which eight be worked up into swathing

aueresting in their atm right,

The comment is wade that there are more odds than evens an the lino.

trfa many awe ? A check reveals that efts;arch subdivision there are aboist seractly

mice as many adds as ,evens. An wen so= careful deck will revel, as Ti
iarclay conneated, that the pattern of odds and emus is highly regular, then

fter every subdivision vos area to have the follawirq patters:

little checking will etrew that this pattern is Weed self-reproducing,

nd that if en put between every tic letters tha\wity of their sum, we will

It back exactly the awns pattern. There will always be twice as new odds as

MB.

glint happens to other patterns if ese (ID the seise thing? Are there other

egroducing patterns? Does every repetition of the interpolatice process?

For instance, the pattern wife EEEEEEEEEZ... is obviously self-reprodiecing,

the pattern .: 00003000. locks like ...CECECEOECE ... after one

terpolaticn, and like ... OCSOCWOECCECCE ... after a sacred interpolation.

3 know that this patter:I is self-reproducing. The pattern ... OD:0000301=

. crolds the E's to the right with successive interpolations and tends to look

re and Noce like ... occocramae... Do all patterns tend toward this one?

Instead of interpolating the ewes between the cciginel syaabola, what

ppm if we replace the cciginal pettern.by the pattern obtained from

nnirsj every tio adjacent siettols? The pa tern ...EthligEEEE.... is still.

192
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and 93 is ... OCUMEDOLCCEOCE... . The pattern ...OD:3000D

tmi goes to .. /143.34.3471g. after one epplicatim of the rule. The pattern

...000J0001;... tends to look lire and ore like

with saccessive implications of the rule.

au) yen think of °tiler interesting patterns? Qui you think' of other

interesting transformation rules to use? In the appendix to the unit m

Filimacci limbers handed mt a couple of days ago, were concerned with

patterns like 0OUDUCCUIJO, having no comectlixi with odd or even jntegera.

Can all this playing with patterns be generaLized scrasinw?

(

4

.1

190
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mw
Short Investigations Presented With Discussions of Possible Outcomes

Four Short Investigations Using Arrays of Squares and

Cubes: A study of Patterns in Number Sequences

The Tower of Hanoi Puzzle and Variations:

(Auestions and Discussion 00a0000e 00000 080000000000000050e00 191

Peg Puzzles, Patterns and Equivalence Classes 195
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dote: The teachers' supplement which suggests some Nmethemetical auto:ass"-

fru& these "nonsfatheentical bagizelio0" is,,illostrative of things shish
:nibs discovered durii;g investigations of the problawct Balmer, unexpected

diSO3VarietS by students are especially to be encouraged and the teachers'

styplement should be continually enlarged to include these new potential

19i;
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'Short Investigation: 0 Squares in Arrays of Squares

183

(1) Given the figure at left, how

many different squares* can you

see? Do not look no;;, but at the

ti

bottom of the page the answer is

given to check yourself.**

Consider these arrays:
2x2

4x4 I

(2) Can you fell the number of different squares* to expects4n each?

(3) Suppose you have a 5 x S array can predict the number of

squares in this? Check your predictiiin by an actual count.

(4) Now predict the number of squares in a 6 x 6 array. And for a

10 x 10 array? What is the pattern?, Can you give a formula

r-N
to describe this.pattern?

*Different squares may be interpreted to mean squares that include at
least one square not in another square. Other interpretations of
different squares will lead"to different, but interesting results.

**It is possible to see forty different squares including'ten which are
shaded.
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Sort Investigation: 80 Cues in Arrays of Cubes

184

Note: This investigation builds an insight developed in 5I-1.

Consider this series of arrays of cubes:

vi
1//1//

222
3x3x3

(1) Can you tell the number of different cubes that can be distinguished

in each array?

(2) Suppose you have a 4 x 4 x 4 array,' can yell predict the number of

cubes in it? Check your prediction and

the number of icubes in the 4 x 4 x 4 array.

n hew you counted

(3) Now predict the number of cubes in i 8x 8 x 8 array. What'is
0

the pattern? Can you give a formula to describe this pattern?

2
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Short Investigation: 00 Rectangles in Arrays of Rquares

Consider these arrays ok oqupresi

2x2 42,

N ,

(1) Can you tell the number ofirectan!ilee

185

(including squares that

you can see in each' of the arrays?

(2) Suppose you have a,5 x 5 array, can you predict the number of

rectangles in this?

(3) Now predict the number of rectangles in a 7 x 7 array. What is

the pattern?. Can you give a formula for thenumber of rectangles

in any nth array (an n x n square array .of squares)?

196
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Short Investigation: 00 parallelopipeds in Arrays of Cubes- -

Note: A collection of ono inchulti-colored cubes which may be used

to physically construct cube arrays of' cubes willbe helpful.

Consider these arrays opc es:

lxbd. 2i2x2 3x3x3

(1) Can you tell the number of different parallelopipeds, N,

/,,,(including cubes) that can bediatinguished in each array?

(2) How many 'parallelopipeds in a 4 x 4 x 4 array? ghat is the

patternT Can you give a formula to give the number parallelopipeds

in any nth array?

*A
a

parcel

three
elopiped is a kind of "Three dimensional rectangle". It is
dimensional figure whose faces are rectangles.
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Outcomes: Teacher's Supplement to Investigati n of Arrays

of Squares and Cubes

Note: The difficulty of the Short Investigations is suggested by

the stars proceeding each title as follows: 0 A Challenge,

00 Difficult, and 000 A Brain Buster

Short Investigation Discussion: Squares in Arrays of Squares

(1) In the given array it is possibld to see: 16 1 x 1 squares;

9 2 x 2 squares; 4 3 x 3 squares and 1 4 x 4 square plus 10

shaded squares for a total of 40 different squares.

(2) The total number of squares that can be seen, N,'in each of the

arrays is: 1 x 1, N 1; 2 x 2, N 5; 3 x 3, N 14; and 4 x 4, N 30.

(3) The sequence 1, 5, 14, 30 has the differenet between successive

pairs of terms 4, 9,116. The next member of this difference

sequence would apparently be 25 suggesting that the next member

of the original sequence be 30 + 25 or 55.

An actual count of the squares in a 5 x 5 array verifies this.

(4) A prediction for a 6 x 6 array would be 55 + 36 91. A prediction,

for a 10 x 10 array is 2 '2 2 ,2 2 2 2 2 2 2

1+ 2+ 3+ 4+ 5+ 6+ 7+ 8+ 9+ 1?

1 + 4 + 9 16 + 25 + 36 + 49 + 64 + 81 + 100 385

A generalized formula N Number of Squares 2 2 2 2 2

can see in n x n'array 1 +2 +3 +...(n-1) +n
of sguares

O
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-This is a "recursive formula" which essentially requires the answer

to the (n-1) x (n-1) array beforp finding the answer to the n xn array.

However, it is possible to express N in terms of a in a "discrusive

formula" that gives the value of N directly when a value for N replaces

N. This is: N
(n) (n+1) (2n+1)

6
. This formula may be obtained

from the se ence of values of N by using the method of finite

differences.

short Investigation Discussion: Cubes in Arrays of Cubes

(1) In the 1 x 1 x 1 array 1

In the 2 x 2 x 2 array 9

In the 3 x 3 x 3 array 36 4

(2) In ar4 x 4 x 4 array, there will be 64 1 x 1 x 1 cubes, 27 2 x 2 x 2

cubes, 8 3 x 3 x 3 cubes and 1 4 x 4 x 4 cube fo yield a total of

100 different cubes.

(3) A prediction for'the 8 H 8 x 8 arra is:

3 3 3 3 3 3 3

1 + 2 +3 +4 +3 +6 +7 4°8 1296.
o

The pattern is thai,. when the length of a side of the array of cube©

increases from n to (n+1), the number of cubes that can be seen
3

increases by (n+1) .

;-----'

Teacher's Supplement to Investiglpp of Arrays (Cont'd)

Thus N Number of cubes that can be
seen inanxnxnarray 3 3 3 3 3
of cubes 1 +2 +3 +4 4. ... + u

This is a recursive formup. It is interesting to look at the sequence

of N for which we have 1, 9, 36, l ... We may recognize that this

is 2 2 2 2

1, 3, 6, 10 which is: sequence of squares of the triangle numbers

20i
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15 ... (these are the successiv partial sums off, the counting numbers).

Since the nth triangular number given by the expression (a) (n+1)
2

we have the discursilie formula for the number cubes seen in an array,

N n(n+1)2
2

Short lavestigatia A Discussion: Rectangles in Arrays of Squares

(1) The number of different rectangles that can be distinguished, N,

in the sequence of arrays is 1 x 1, N 1; 2 x 2iL,N 9; 3 x 3, N 36;

4 x 4, N 100

an example of the mode of analysisr let us consider the count of the

number of rectangles in the 3 x 3 array of squares.
2 2 2

There would be the squares which number-1 + 2 + 3 14 and in addition

there would be 1 x 2 rectangles 6

1 x 3 rectangles 3

2 x 1 rectangles 6

3 x 1 rectangles 3

1 x 3 rectangles 2

3 x 2 rectangles 2

36

(2) In. a 5 x 5 array of squares we would predict the next in the sequence

1, 9, 36, 100 ... This sequence may be recognised as the sequence of

squares of triangular numbers which occurred in St -2 and thus the

next term squared which is 225.
O

O

2 0



(3) The number of rectangles predicted in a 7 x 7 array of squares

would be the seventh triangulai'number, 28 (1 + 2 4 3 + 4 + 5 + 6 + 7),

squared which is 784.

The pattern is that the number of rectangles, N, in any nth of

square arrays of sq4ares is the nth triangular number squared. Arad

the formula for this

0

N..(±RIARL111
2

20
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The Tower of Hanoi Puzzle-and Variations: Questions

(1) Using a regular tower puzzle, what is the minim number of moves

to pft.ttdzg a larger disk on a smaller one?

(2) Starting with a pile on any number of-disks alternati in color,

say green and brown, what do you find if you restack the disks in

two piles on two other posts so that the piles are all green

r all brown? 4

(3) Part (1) again Ilut with four posts.

(4) Try part (1) again but with six posts. How many moves for say

100 disks?

(5) ay part (2) again. Here Just sepatate into two piles, one green,.

the other brown. (One color may be stacked on the peg on which

the stack originated) .

In each case find the minimum number of moves and write a formula

that will yield this.

20i
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s,Tower of Hanoi -- and Interesting \Vori tions: Discussion

e F

(1) Students find this Tower of Hanoi game quite interesting and,

in fact, make as an7additional feature the speed element of

2$
moving a given number of pegs. I recommend that six or more

games be made available to the class several weeks before

a

bringing up the following topics. This will enable the

students to learn how the' gam is played before asking the

mathematical question.

In the standard game of Tower of Hanoi, using thejtiles -Which

accompany the game, how many moves are required to move,the discs

from one peg to another? Can you generalize to n pegs? In

those classes where back ground is sufficient, the formula for

the number of moves can be proved by mathematical induction.

Many times students will arrive at the proof with no help from

the teacher.

Shall we try it? How many 'Moves if you start with

1 disc

2 discs 3

4

3'discs 7

4 discs 15

5 discs ?

205
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Perhaps someone will considerthe folloWing.

193

To solve 5 I must first move four discs to a single peg (15 moves),

then move the fifth disc to the correct peg, and now my problem is to

move four again (15 moves again)

15 + 1 + 15 31

Any conjecture--

n discs require 2n - 1 moves or n discs require twice the number/of moves

required for <n-1) discs + 1, i.e., n discs requires 2(2n-1 - 1) + 1 moves.
A

(2) Using alternating colors starting with any numbef of discs on one peg,

what is the minimum number of moves required to separate the colors

into two stacks of descending Size on the other two pegs?

No. of discs No. of moves

1 1
2 2

3 5
4

5

10 731

The teChnique for getting the expression for n moves is to

to use Part (1) for help in solving the new question. For example,

for n discs

200
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This move requires (211-1 - 1)- + 1 moves or 2n-1 moves

This move requires 2n-3 + 1 or 2n-3 moves.

194

Conjecture: n moves require

a-1 4 u-6 0
2 + 2

3
+ 2

n-
+ 2 + 2 + + (2

1
or 2 ) depending on whether

a is even or odd. If a is. even the last term is 2 ®; if a is odd, the

last term is 2
1

.

(3) Using the original rules, but adding one more peg (making four) what is

the minimum number of moves required to stack a pegs?

The following bookkeeping might aid in this question.

No. of discs
No. moves
3 pegs

No. moves
4 pegs

20';



Conjecture:
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x for 7 will be the minimum calculation from the following:

7 4 + 3; 2(9) + 7, or 2(5) + 15

7 5 + 2; 2(13) + 3, or 2(3) + 31

7 + 1; 2(17) + 3, or 2(1) + 63

x I1

6
(4) and (5) are not discussed ia order td whet your own crest viity;

however, E is nice if worked before B and then used in the solutift for

(2).

0.

208
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Short Investigations: Pgg Puzzles, Patterns and Equivalence Classes

InVestigationo starting with the Triangle and other Peg Type Puzzleb
-1

1. Using a triangle puzzle of the type

that has pegs in a peg board b

a) Start with one empty spac& in one corner. 4

v
b) 1.14ke jumps without removing the peg jumped.

c) Get a vacancy in each of the places.

d) How many unique starting places are there?

e) Haw many vacancies. are associated with each starting

f) What do you get for the next size triangle? 'etc.

g) Generalize for a triangle with n rows.'

2. Using the square peg board, or any other peg board, such as the

following:
a,,..-.0.,I,9

94.4

a) Try the same problem with any of the peg board's.

b) Generalize to an n x m or n x n.

3)

a) Go on to ,cubes (it helps to use colored cube blocks here).

b) Generalize for n-dimensional cubes.

4. Try tetrahedrons.

5. It might be interesting to have students make a random type

peg board, and answer the same type of questions as above.

6. How many different jumps are possible on the triangle puzzle?

(here might be several interpretations of this question.)

place?

0
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.SPIROGRAI'fIS & GCD'S

Something to try with the Spirograpli (kenner 11401)
4 if

liTake two plastic gear wheels from the Spirogra h set, say the,

1140 and 1148, pin one of them down on some paper on top of cardboard

and move the other wheel around it with a pen in one of the holes.

Carefully note your starting point. Then switch the wheels/ see what

happens!

Let x =
no. 40
no. 48

Use this line

help count
the number of
times the
wheel went
around.

)

the no. of times the
wheel goes around the
wheel. 40/x.= ?

Any conclusions?

Let y = the no. of times the no.
48 wheel goes around the no. 40
wheel. 48/y = ?

Try this activity with some other Spirograph wheels. Pick any two;

what do you think will happen? Can you predict beforehand how many times

one wheel will go around the other?

How many times will the 1124 wheel go around the 1136 wheel?

How many times will the #36 wheel go around the #24 wheel?

How many times will #45 go around #75, and vice versa?

How many times wil 1140 go around 1180, and vice versa?

Not so easy: How many times will the 1163 go around 1164, etc.?

Do you think you can mate up a theory or an explanation of how this works?

0
(
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Short Inveptigation: The Box Problen

In place of the letters below place the numbers 1-12 in such a

way that the sum of the numbers'in each box is the same and greater
-\

than 15.

A

K

L

J

I

C

D

H

G

E

211
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Short Investigation: One Hundred Bets-

Look at the circle of dots, below, and imagine that you had to dra

all toe poesible lines (straight) between them. I many lines would that be?

a

I S

a

D.

Problem: Suppose the circle had 100 dots on it, instead of the ten above,

3W many lines would that be oannecting all the dots?

Proolem: SUppose, instead ef'looking at the straight lines drawn between

the dots, you counted all the different les
w

triang you could make,

using these dots as vertices, bow may would that be? (You can first

look at the case where there are ten dots; and then if you think you

are really good at this, look at tbeCase where there are one hundred

dots on the circle.)

Problem: Same'idea as above, but now you want to count all the quadrilaterals

(A-,Ir sided figures) with vertices among the dots.

Problem: Wbuld it make any difference if the dots were not on a perfebt

circle; maybe an ellipse (a slightlysquashed circle)? Try

putting the dots (ten, say) on different kinds Ilbcundaries, and

see that happens to the answer.

21
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II

Short Investigation: &Bums*, °Loss and kvaisgea

9

Patti Griffith; a teenager friend of mine that has been in our class on

several occasions, once had a problems in math to .do. It involved squaring

various numbers:
2

5 = 25, 6 36, 7 a 49, etc.

2 2

I tried to confuse her, after she had gotten 5 and 7 , and was about to get

2
6 , cy reminding her tnat 6 was "average" of 5 and 7. And that maybe

taat woulo give her a quick way to get the square of six. She leaped at the
2

"clue". Then, all I have to do is average' 25 and 49, and I get 6 ?" 25 +.49

74, 74/2 = 37. Wbopsi Chat ha

Why den't you pick several examples and see what happens, if you
2 2 .2

"short cut method". Given: 8 mg 64 and 10 a 100, what is 9 ?

2 2 2

Giveta 11 a 121, 13 = 169, what is 12 ? Make up some examples of your own.

What happens when the first two numbers-- the ones you will square -- are not
2 2 2.

two units apart? Suppose you were given: 9 = 81 and 13 a. 169, what is 11 ?

(I have pickea them further than two apart, and so that the average is still

a whole number. It gets more confusing with fractions. Right?)

2 .2 2 2

Suppose you were given: 7 9 and 15 r 225, what is 11 ? OR: 2 a 4, and

2 2

14 = 196, what is 8 ?

213
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Is there any pattern to this scitorin and avecaqirg business? Can you

forwulate any rule?

PrOblenk: What an out cubing? Does the averaging methad irk for oilbing?:

Ulf it aid .see. Make ui$ sane systan for cubing.

Problem: What about square rcots, does the averaging. rnettiod work there?

Problon: What about the problem of nultiplying a nigher by seven: does

tne averaging method work tere? Given; 17 x 7 119; and 15 x 7 as 105,

what is 16 x 7 Div ??? (Or a Similar problem.)

21.i
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Short Investigations: An Array of Triangles

1. nOw many

ea.

202

triangles can you see in the array of trianglesbelow?

z.j,how many trapezoids Can you see?

3. how many line segments can yoiti see?

4. how many parallelograms can yZu see?

5. had many dots can you see

how many regular hEnagcms?

7.1 ell,

for

you predict how many of

diLEerent size arrays?

each type of geometric figure you would have

2 1 Z;
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Inveotigationo with 3 Dimensional Tic-Tac-Toe Cameo

1. How to play 3-D Tic-Tac-Toe

The iseot commercial game is Parker Drothero° Qubic. It connate of

four platfomo, one above the other, each of which has four rows of pfour

opaceo.

0

The object of the game is to get four chips in a

row just as playero in regular (2-D) tic-tac-toe

try to get three in a row. There are many wayo

to win. Four in a row, 4 in a diagonal, through

all four plat forma 4 in a column, a main diagonal.

Try them out and see. Play the game a few times.

2. Investigation. How many different ways are there to win? Try finding

them on the game.

3 Investigation* What io the greatest number of chips of a single

color you can place in the game without getting

four in a line? It mutt be greater than or equal

to 27; do you know why? Can you find a number
\

which it is c ¢rly lase than or equal to?

4.' Why is the gve 4 x 4 x 4? Why is it not 3 x 3 x 3?

We might try a different question. Remember ordinary tic-tac-toe;

it (3,25 x 3

21C
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and you must get 3 in a line in order to win. Try playing a 2 x 2

game of two dimensional tic-tac-toe.

I 1

How many in a line would be required to win? Who wins? Can you work

ouE a strategy? Which is better the 2 x 2 or 3 x 3 game. Why?

Now try playing the 3 dimensional game as a3 x 3 n 3 instead of

4 x 4 x 4. Revove one of the platforms and lay paper strips to cover

over an outside row and column on each platform.

Now try playing the game with someone.

How many a row are needed to win? Who

wins? Can you work out a strategy?

Which do you think is better the 3 x 3 x 3

or 4 x 4 x 4 game?

What can you infer about the length of a side of a game with respect

to the dimension of the game? Could there be a one-dimensional game?

Why?

5. Look at The Top Platform. It forms a plane., On that plane you have'

columns, rows, and diagonals of 4 spaces. How many more planes equivalent

to that plane can you find?

6. Could you play a 3 dimensional tic-tac-toe in 2 dimensions, i.e., on a

flat piece of paper? Try projecting the game on to the paper and then

playing it.

bottom or lot
platform

2nd

2 1 7

3rd 4th or top
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Is it easier or harder to play this way? Can you tell if someone has won?

7a) Suppose now we describe the game with a coordinate system.

There are four platformo in the game. Let us look at the bottom

or first platform.

---77-> X
1 2 3

3

4

z

.Starting in the upper left corner, let

uo label the spaces horizontally 1,

2, J, 4 juot as we might on the x-axio

in Cartesian coordinates. Then label

the spaces down 1, 2, 3, 4. Each

platform, too, , would have a number

counting from the bottom upward

1, 2, 3, 4 (y-axis). Then every

point would have a coordinate (x, y,

There is no need to impose "x, y, z" on the students. A better

approach would be simply to ask them to make up a coordinate system of

their own Go that they couldodescribe the position of any chip just

by giving just 3 numbers. Maybe they would come up with A, B, C or

more likely R,C,L; Row, Column, Level.

2i
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710 Once some kind of descriptive coordinates can be agreed upon,

the interesting mathematics begins.

Practice putting chips at varying plaLs in the gant and

etting students-determine the coordinates.

Now give them the coordinatds for four chips and -ask if they

can decide whether or not it is a winning combination.

For example in the R, C, L System:

`1) Is (1, 1, 1,), (1, 1, 2), (1, 1,

a winner?

2) How about'( 1, 1, 4), (2, 2, 3),

3) 'Is (1, 2, 3), (2, 3, 4), (4, 3,

a winner?

3),

(3,

2),

(1, 1,

3, 2),

(3, 2,

4)

.(4,

1)

4, 1) ?

4) (1, 1, 1), (2, 2, 2), (3,.3, 3), (4, 4, 4)

What about this?
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Some interesting generalizations can be made about winning

combinations and the patterns of the numbers in the coordinates.

A good way to analyze these is to "stack" the coordinates., i.e.,

1) 1, 1,

1,.1,

1, 1,

1, 1,

1,

2

3

4

1,

2,

3,

4,

1,

2,

3,

4,

4

3

2

1

3) 1, 2, 3 1, 1, 1

2,

4,

3,

3,

3,

2,

4

2

1

2,

3,

4,

2,

3,

4,

2

3

4

Try writing down as many of the winning combinations in this way

as you can. (Note: not all of the sets of coordinates given above

are winners). Keep doing this until you see some patterns. If you

can generalize and make up some theorems, do so. Then test

them and see if you can find any counter examples. The proofs

for some of the theorems you can make up from this exercise are

not hard. Try proving your theorems.

A

220'
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Short Investigations: The Handcuffed Prisoners

puce upon a time there were nine prisoners of particularly dangerous

caaracter who had to carefully watched. Every weekday they were taken

out for exercise, hand fed together, as shown in the sketch below. On

no one day in any-one week were the same two men to be hand::uffed together. It
(7'

will be seen below haw they were sent out on Monday. Can you arrange

the men in three's for the remaining five days?

It will be seen that number 1 cannot be handcuffed to number 2

eriielther side), nor member 2 with number 3, but, of course, number 1

and number 3 can be put together.
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Short Investigations: Bees, Rabbits, anef One -Way Streets

A. o-biol-o-Gbe;

It is biologically true that a drone has only one parent, a queen, whereas

a queen bee has two parents, a_cpflen Md drone.. Given.a_particular drone,

houriaany ancestors did he have in the seventh generation back? What is the
th

number of ancestors in the n generation back? What is the total number of

ancestors for the previous n generations.

E. The Fibonacci Rabbit Problem:

You put a mated pair of newly born rabbits into a cage and leave them --
"sd

feeuing them, of course -- for a yeAr. When you return, how many rabbits are

there?

The facts awca rabbits are: It takes two months from the birth of a

mated pair of rabbits to the time that they produce their first litter. Every

litter is exactly one mated pair. After the first litter, parent rahldts

produce a litter every month.

Can you now compute how many rabbits there will be in the cage at the. end

of one year ------365 days, to be precise?

C. A One-Vey Street Problem:

Suppose that a City has the following streets, where the arrows along

each street represent the single direction you must follow when driving along

that street:

22._
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oue pat,' you might take to get from start "S" to final position "K" might be:

And, there are many'others. How many?

Problem: How many different routes are there from S to K, consistent with the

street dirc:.;tions?

Suppose the .trap was extended so that five more square blocks were added to

the city's boundaries -- roughly doubling the size of the city -- what then?

O

220
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Short Investigation: Kongisberg Bridges

There is a famous "Konigsberg Bridge" problem that set mathematicians off

creating the important field of mathematics called "Tbpology". Here it is:

Problem: If you lived in Konigsberg, could you take a wiaking tour of the

city and cross each of the seven bridges exactly once? Try it.

Here are same other "cities" with their brill. See if the tours are possible.
....---- ..,r,-----

c-=-- ,



More "Cities" with their bridges:

213

(

NI

MAKE UP "CITIES" OF YOUR OWN AND

PUT IN BRIDGES

'1Problem: Can you explain why, for same-cities, there are tours, and for other

cities there are not? Do you have any theory?

Problem: Are some of these maps really "the same"?

Problem: What is there about a city map that is essential, and what is really

not important (as to whether there is or is not a tour)?

221
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Short Investigations: Tree Graphs

Note: Tinker Toy or similar knob and dowel toys may provide helpful

models in the investigations below.

Thera are some special "graphs" called "tree graphs". First,

sane definitions:

A Graph: is a picture containing same points, and where

some of the paints are joined by lines, (not

necessarily straight; and they can cross and it

does not matter.)

A Tree Graph: is a graph in which there are no cycles, that is

connected.

A Cycle: in a graph, is a series of points and lines that

connect in a loop.

Some examples:

'A)

*\%

4F)
(B) (C) (D) (E')

Which ones of the above graphs contain cycles?

2 2
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(Connected: means that any two points are connected by a series

of lines.) Are all these pictures graphs? How many

of them are tree graphs? Can you find cycles in

any of them? Is "F" a graph? Make up some pictures

that are graphs, of your own and see whether they are

actually tree graphs?

Tree Graphs:

Mathematicians ptudy tree graphs as a special kind of graph. They

look at all the "different" tree graphs one can make with a specific

number of points in each graph. For example, here are all the tree

graphs you can make with just four points:

Are these different?
r

It all hangs on how you want to define the word "Different". How?

Problem: How many "different" tree graphs can you make with 6 points?

ten points? etc.

Problem: How many graphs can you make with three points? Five points?

100 points?



Short Investigations: Friendship Disarms

216

I haile a group of friends, (let's call them', Mr. P4 Mr. B; 1k. C4 etc. for

tee saio of argument) , and I owe relate the various friendships that exist among

them. A knows H4 H knows C and D -- bin boa each other, as well; and D

kayos G knows F and H. Gnt that?

hog much laze stralghtDomoard and easily ocevrelvaxled would it be if I

could find a way to make a diagras that exhibits these friendships visually!

See if you tnink the diagram below does the job.

cy

(gaps, I forgot to tell which points refer to which people: Can you do that?)

of course, some people make diagrams one way, some an Here are several

of her "friendship diagrams" that are sqppoeed to represent the same set of

Do you agree that they all do that?friendships among Hr. A, thru 1k. H.

API

EP \_
Can you explain why they do, or why they don't?

Er Oa= I am going to give a friendship diagram for a group of Alen (Hr. A

thru rIr. ii), and then a friendship diagram for a group of women Miss M thru

*Ass T) an a Bud your job will be to marry thn off! t, with the proviso ihat

if tO3 kl1C3W each other, their wives would too, and vice versa. Can you do

226
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Short Investigations: Networks

('i'hir; is a sort of fellow-up to a NUmber four; or it can stand alone.)

At the bottom of this sheet are many "networks," cumpwwkla lines and points.

For each of the networks, re if you can trace over the network in such a

way that $i cover each line exactly once. (no more, no less.) Let us call

such networks "traceable"; the othews, "nowtraceable".. See vtd.ch of

networks are traceable and which are non-traceable.
41

Can you see any

whit same are and son are not traceable? It may be useful to divide the

traceable networks into those for which the pencil path can begin at any

point in the network, and those for which there are a restricted group of

points at which you roust start (and end). See if that, or other ideas you may

nave, help you to predict uty some networks are traceable and other are not.

23u
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1. On a 3-D Tic-Tac-lbe measuring 3 x 3 x 38 what is the most number

of counters that you can put down without having any two Lie on the same

straight line? Is there a unique solution?

I have found two different ways of placing 6 counters. I don't know if

tnese are examples of the maxima possible or if mite than 2 solutions exist.

I have not looked yet at a 4 x 4 x 4.

4. Given a 3 x 3 lattice of points, it is possible to draw four straight

lines without lifting your pencil, and pass through each point once and only

once. What is the minima :ureter of lines needed to pass through all` the points

in a 3 x 3 x 3 cubical point lattioe?

I am still working= 2-D cases. I can pass ttxnough all the points of a

4 x 4 lattice using 6 lines. I don't know if this is the minimal number,

or if there is more than one way to do this.

3. Teo Whys to Cut a Pie if You Don't Cars Whether all the Pieces Are

the Same Size and Shape.

a) With each cut, which mist be a straight line, get the wet pieces

possible. What is the meadsum number of pieces possible with

10 cuts?

b) Join all pairs of points that are on the edge of the pie. What
tj

is the maximum number of pieces with 10 points?

I have found geometrical peitterns that come ti as youdrow'successive

cuts and have also developed a general formula for case. a) and one that

doesn't check for case b).

231
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COMM RC QI2MITCOS ABUUT A PEG GAME*

(Called "wain tester' caamerciallyi also the same as Carolyn Menace's

heads and tails penny game.)

In this gene the rules provide that a piano can awe ahead either by

moving one slot or by jmnping a place ef the opposite color. wing a

piece of the same color is not paordtted.

let us try to imagine Irm a student might make a record of the

dev elorinents in the two red two white peg game:
A 6 c D

L et.

Specifically, this procedure of recording keeps a o:rqplete record of how the

game progressed. LIt could be re coed.) tree could get students to invent

a= a schematic lethiod of keeping this record by aaldng them to explain on

pepec, without W:3rds, in acme diagram, bag they did the two peg problint.

There are 15 moves in the three peg pax3bleei or else I would exhibit a diagram

for it. Actually, I don't know valet the students voted do; but I imagine

=l thing like this. It would be fun to see what they Mad do.

* la= The game is called 'Brain Buster" ccemardelly and is equivalent to a

heads anct tails game ma:nested by Carolyn Chese3n.

232
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One of the things that canes out of such an explicit record is the total

water of arms that each piece make,. It isn't at all obvious!.
Piece. Raba. of Moves it Makes

2

2

C 2

D 2
A nunber of things appear here. The sysmetty between the red and the iehite

cartes out in that the forward red piece eaves just as often as the forward

white piece, etc. In fact, all pieces Move the same water of tines.

Wnat ;Kula be the piede by piece breakdown for a three - three peg game?

here are eaxmarized the results of some fiddling aiound with the

2, 3, 4, and 5 peg gazes, counting each piece.

'2 2 3 4
2 3 3 3

2 3 4
2 3 3
2 ,3 4

2 3
3 3 3

3 4
3 3

4
3 1.$

ti,

teem this help you guess .what will happen for larger and larger nutters of
pieces? Can you guess $4hat the total iurber of moves for cine hundred

red, and white pieces will be?

233
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A couple of days ago in the topology session, satmone observed that if

you take a point out of the middle of a line segment it is divided into two

pieces. They then conjectured that this would *pen with any figures made

out of lines and curves. At this point ?meows else Observed that you could

move one point fray a circle and the remainder would still be in one

piece. This leads to a whole series of fairly Intriguing questions:

Question 1: Can you reerNe tic piiilts from a circle and leave the remainder

in one piece?

Question. 2: Can you draw a figure from which you can remove two points and still

leave the remainder in one piece?

Question 3: Can you draw a figure from which you can remove mactly two points

aid still leave the remainder in one piece?

Question 4: D3 all figureslhat have this property (that you can remove

exactly two points and leave the remain, der insme piece) look alike? Wm

are they similar? Haw different can they be from one another?

Question 5 :. If you generalize the preceding three queatioris to removing

3, 4, 5, 6, ...points, what can you say? Try lots of eocanples at this stage.

Sit down and draw a. variety of figures and investigate what happens when you

remove,various points from these figures. Thor example, consider the foliating

figure!. In each case determine the maxima nunbec of points that can be

removed, leaving the reminder in one piece?

222
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(All figures are linear -- they contain no points inside the lines)

Question 6: hhat's going on here? Can'you derive some general criterion for

determining at a glance themaxinnunumbirof points that can be removed fran

a given figure?

A number of interesting related questions arise Loon locking at the

*special" points where three or more lines come together. Consider the foliating

two figures:

They are alike in that the maxinun number of points you can remove from either

one is three. Yet in the first figure it is incoasible to remove either of

the two special points and still have a connected figure, while in the second

figure either special point can be removed and the remit will still be

connected so long as you don't remove anything else. Try lots of other

examples of this nature. Bar instance look at the following figure:

231;



If you rearms pint A, 'Mt is the mutt= nueber,of other points which cran be

named and still leave a connaotedpaure?

Same question for point B.

Same question for point C.

What happens if you move B =I re A and CT

a

2 ti

a
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A PROBLEM INVOLVING SEQUENCES AND LIMITS OP SEQUENCES

Consider the

1 1

2 3

5 7

12 .17

29 41

70 99

In general, each x value is the eta of the xeceding x and y values while a

each y value is the ant of the trap preceding x-values.

The question is, what is the value of the limit of ratios y/x? My

friend was certain he knew the an (as you will be too if you calculate this

ratio for the first few values of x and jr)\3sit he ozuldn't prove it. Can you?

Scale other questions of this sort that ,ht be asked are:

1. What would hapiv; if we had started off with values other than l's for x and y?

2. Can you construct other sequences sort of like this one and evaluate the

associated limits?

3. In the original sequel= above, what is the value of the limit of the ratio of
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successive values of x's? Of re? e'llihat is the value of the limit of the

ratio-of y to the next (instead of the precedirg)x?

s

'14

A7

238k
b

.;

2!"

7
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GAMES THAT EMPLOY MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS

I. Roffman's Game Number One

A. Given sixteen squares in a row, plSiers sake alternate moves by

cancelling out two adjacent boxes - these can be anywhere as long

as those two have not already been cancelled. The player that

cannot make a move loses. Thus

Player no. 1

Player no. 2

no. .1

I 1 ) ( 1 ) ( 1 I_ I I lx1x1 II I I I I

1 IxIxi i i I Ixixi Jx1,0 1 1-1

.0.2 I jxix[ I liclx[xixi Intl f f 1 1

no. 1 X X X )1. 'A X X

11°. 2 I-TAW I kixIxid tx xixf)tixTo

no. 1 I lxklx1)(1x1xli1A114x1xklij

The first player wins, because the second player vas unable to

make a move in the last diagram. Students are encouraged to

invent winning strategies for this game. This sight include:

do you want to go first?
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a

S. Variations of this game that have been thought up so faeincludi:

1. You could change the number of squares from 16 to some other

number: would it .aka any difference what that :lumbar is?

If you could go first all the time, what lengths would you

prefer,

2. Instead of changing the length, one eight allow the players

to cancel three adjacent squarest Or four? Or one, for

that matter? Which of these new gems is interesting?

3. v &, tome could arrange a different starting board:

x x

In some of these it might be useful, and interesting, to allow not

merely the cancellation of two squares adjacent and in one row, but

perhaps two squares, one above the other (as shown): or maybe even

two equares along a diagonal and still adjacent (as shown).

210
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/ II. Roffman's Goss *umber Two

The first player uses the numbers: 19 3, 5, 7, 9; mhile the liftond

player uses: 2, 49 6, $. The players fill in the tia.tac-toe board,

3 s 3, alternately putting in their numbers: the first player to

complete a row, column or diagonal with the sus 13, wins.

& 3
The second players wins. Whet is the ginning strategy! Do you went

to go first? Why? Why --"t?

Variations:

1. Could you arrange& differst set of numbers? Would that

affect the calming strategy/ What set of nine numbers!

1. Should me make it a different winning sum? What mat Would

there always be a winning player? Why? Why not?

3. Suppose vs nsrsly said that the first player bad to use only

l's and the socond.player only 2's; and that the player who

completed.an.odd column, row, or diagonal wins. (Another

asses you try to get an even column, row, or diagonal.)

4. What would a four by four version of this gams look like?

241
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III. RELAtepagEjexpe the Aspidistra (see molds of the name)

Often a 3 by.3 square floor plan for a house, where all the

straight walla have doors in than as indicated, and where the two doors

to the outside are indicated also, can you find a path startina at the

front door spins thrOugh each roam only oust

(MMMM

II I I

linv luny different paths are there?

.Does this norm on a 4 by 4 house, shatUnIzoonstructedt

ON1111113

TIII
4- -I-

+

.sv. mc Lei:

Office

Suppose one of the rooms is closed off as an oftice,.191t possible to

make a "tour" going through each room other than that office, exactly

once? Does it sake a difference where the office ist Where could it

be put? Whore could it not be put?

Suppose the arrangement of roams is changed to a 5 by 3? 4 by 32

i by 4? For what combinations can a tour be made, without an. office?

Jar what combinations can a tour be sada with an office?

Suppose you are siren a 5 by 3 arrangement: bowsaw distinctly different

tours are there starting at the front door sad ending at the rear door?

2
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Suppose there were two floors, and there is a trap door Connecting every roes

on the first floor to the one directly above it, along with the usual doors

between roans on both floord, and ve shall put the front d rear doors on

tho first floor as before. Is tour possible? Do you used an office?

Just one? How sang tours, if there are any?

Suppose there are sore than to floors, with all the dolt:Acting doors? Then

what? Can you construct a complicated house with many floors and many

rooms on different floors, and seehat happens?
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TT. Wythofes G.

Start with two umbers, or two piles of things, or two piles of

anything. Mayeremove alternately. moves can be either (1) removing

as many chips as .the player wants from the first pile, or (2) removing

as many cn&ps ache wants from the second pt...., or (3) removing an equal.

number of chips from both piles. The player that cannot mows, withont

removing all chips, loses.

Sere is how one game progressed:

s.r t

IS 13 1 13 S 1 t 5 3

Are there winning strategies e4

Pnliatitr one.,..
(wont)

Viriations include, naturally, varying the two umbers that begin

the gams. Suppose that you knew what the two umber. were to begin

with; would you choose to go first or wait end go second? Ctildwat

basis?

, 2 4
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Other variations include:

1. Eliminate we third kind of nova. Is thel.gama trivial, th*

2. Suppose you can move, in the third move, an equal number of

chips from both piles, up to five chips, but no more?

3. Suppose you can move a fourth kind of move as well: remove

as may Chips as you want from ova pile and that number

pine one sore from the other pile. Than what happens to

the strategy/

4. Suppose you start with three piles of chips, of soma numbers,

/".., and make up some appropriate rules lika the ones we began with

for the allowable move, then what consitutes a winning strategy?

a



V. A Problek About Necklines

Suppose you have a factory that produces with ten beads on

each necklace; how many different necklaces mast you produce, using

beads of two colors, if went to be able to satisfy any request?

MOTE: All three of the above are the sum, and you only have to

produce one of them to satisfy any of the three requests. The second can

be obtained from the first by rotating the necklace twO bead. in a clock

wise direction; the third can be obtained from the second by flipping the

wbole necklace about an axis that is vertical through the :middle of the

necklace, turning it over. Hoer many other arrangements,, that might appear

to look different, can really be obtained Eros the first necklace by sass

sort of motion as described? Does that help the plant manager of the

factory to organise his factory.

Obvious variations:

1. Change the Ember of beads in the necklace from ten to twenty.

or any number you want.

2. Suppose there are three different colors of beads to choose

from, then what? What about four? What about just one color?

3. Suppose you were producing beads where there wee clamp, like

most necklaces have, located between two of the beads, and you

were asked to solve the original problem with this feature?

24;;o
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,

4. Suppose the necklace is really a "fisure eight"-coaposed

of five beads in one loop, and five sore beads in the second

loop and the loops were connected, as shown?. (in two colors)

5. Seas as four, except that ths.two loops are not connected;

when one buys a necklace one sets a package with the five

bead loops inside. Now what?

6. Make up your own variations.

, 24 Tfl


